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Executive Summary
This report provides a clear summary of the Fire Service Training Access Review
(FSTAR) results to the BC Fire Commissioner (now Fire and EMBC Commissioner).
As a result of unavoidable events beyond the authors‘ control, the FSTAR team was
unable to provide this final report at the anticipated time of year end 2009.
In October 2008, Becky Denlinger, at that time the Fire Commissioner of BC,
requested a province-wide study be completed to examine and review BC
firefighters‘ access to training. The terms of reference required the review team to
include, but not limit itself to, input from the fire rescue service personnel and fire
protection stakeholders in an effort to identify barriers and challenges to accessing
and completing the training required to comply with the Provincial Training
Standard.
The goal of this report is to identify barriers to training for all firefighters in British
Columbia.
Categories studied in this review include funding, geographical barriers to accessing
training providers, scheduling and the time availability of firefighters to take the
training, reciprocity, accreditation and certification, the role of the Office of the Fire
Commissioner and methods of training delivery. Particular direction from
Commissioner Denlinger required that this review ensure that all fire service
personnel and stakeholders would have access to and input in this process either
via internet, mail, or phone or by attending a series of 13 public meetings held
around British Columbia during the spring of 2009.
Methods: The first step following approval of the terms of reference required the
design and distribution of a survey to the Fire Chiefs of BC in December 2008 via
the Fire Chiefs Association of British Columbia. The survey was designed to obtain a
departmental view of training access.
Several weeks following the release of the Chiefs‘ Survey, the second survey
requesting individual responses was distributed via the various BC Firefighter
Associations who kindly distributed the Fire Commissioner‘s invitation and survey
instructions to their membership. The second survey was made available online on
the Office of the Fire Commissioner website and so referenced in the letter of
invitation to the associations‘ members. The survey design involved significant
consultation from within and outside of government, including the Justice Institute
of BC Fire and Safety Division (JIBC).
Additionally in March 2009, the FSTAR team travelled to 13 communities
representing the five Office of the Fire Commissioner regions. In each of these
communities a public meeting was held and the proceedings recorded and
transcribed for accuracy in the final content analysis.
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Following the collection of data, a method and mechanism was required to
synthesise the data in a meaningful and practical way. The FSTAR team enlisted the
expertise of a research officer to design the data set and organize the results for
analysis.
Results: There appears to be a documented and long standing disconnect between
the lower mainland (Metro Vancouver) and the rest of the province in achieving the
required training for firefighters in BC, which is, NFPA 1001. Current and historical
relationships between training providers and departments outside of the Lower
Mainland, with very few exceptions, are not seen as responsive to their needs.
A resounding message was heard from BC fire departments outside the Lower
Mainland that their training needs were not being met by the JIBC. The recent
increase in training providers throughout the province is expected to improve some
of the outlying departments‘ access to training, provided reciprocity can be
reached. It is also hoped that consideration of the FSTAR findings will assist in this
regard.
Consistently FSTAR results indicate that firefighters ranked the time required away
from employment, family and community to access their training as the number
one barrier with the cost of training a close ranking second. Without adequate
support, both in terms of funding and time, together with a universal and accessible
delivery system with reliable and credible training providers, it will continue to be
difficult for firefighters to access and complete required training. The FSTAR team
heard a lot of repeated concerns and recommendations for improvement in training
access. The lack of reciprocity from the Justice Institute Fire Academy has caused
much frustration among BC firefighters, as has the lack of consistent administration
of student records and the cost incurred when courses are cancelled, often at short
notice, by the JIBC. (Note: FSTAR has not included a review of any changes that
may have been made by the JIBC in this regard in 2010).
One of the most frequent solutions heard during the FSTAR and repeatedly
requested of the BC government is to redirect all or a portion of the Insurance
Premium Tax back to its initial intent, namely to fund fire protection services in BC.
This is particularly important since BC continues to maintain a higher number of
volunteer firefighters, particularly in areas beyond the lower mainland.
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Key Findings:
Current levels of firefighter training — Firefighters in BC and the public
they serve currently experience an increased level of risk because of lack of
access to training due to either funding or geographical location of a training
institute or both.
Leadership and the current role of the Office of the Fire
Commissioner — The thousands of fire service personnel represented in
this study emphasized the need for the Office of the Fire Commissioner to be
returned to a more functional and well-resourced authority to enable
sustained training/service delivery and provincial fire service support; with
an immediate focus on the needs of volunteer firefighters in the BC Fire
Service.
Current role of the JIBC — There is a need for this institution to refocus
delivery practice on areas outside of the Lower Mainland to better meet the
fundamental training needs of the majority of BC firefighters.
Funding shortfalls — Local authorities must find a way to provide
adequate funding to ensure that they can provide training for their
department firefighters to the required standard. This might be
accomplished by developing public–private cost sharing with support and
additional collaboration from the provincial government through the Office of
the Fire Commissioner. For example, firefighters in all regions identified
using a portion of the 4.4% Insurance Premium Tax as a possible source of
training funding.
Provincial training standards and regional needs — FSTAR data
indicate the need to consider modifying the current required standard of
training so that it meets the local and regional needs of BC fire departments.
Regional needs vary significantly throughout the province. For instance,
firefighters requested during the FSTAR that a modulated syllabus and
training program be developed to meet community needs in respect of
different infrastructure and climate limitations; this would be more
advantageous and relevant to those communities.
As an example, not all communities have hydrants, yet the NFPA 1001
standard requires training in hydrants. The Office of the Fire Commissioner
should consider the standards as they relate to each region and each
community‘s ability and needs, in order to assist the necessary training
capacity within all BC departments. A modular approach has been taken in
developing the BC Basic Firefighter Training Program; however, this
program holds no certification and has not been used as a building block for
certification to the NFPA Firefighter 1 level at the JIBC.
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Figure 1. FSTAR public meeting, 150 Mile House, March 2009
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Figure 2. Office of the Fire Commissioner regional boundaries
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FSTAR Zone 1 Public Meeting Transcript
SPEAKER: The reason that we're here today is to share [department experience] and make sure
it gets to the Office of the Fire Commissioner in this report. And the issue is . . . the fire service
model. . . . The JI [Justice Institute] put the curriculum together in consultation with all of the big
players and said, “Okay, here's a nice little program, nice lesson plans, here are the topics, here
is the program that you guys, you, the rural guys, can deliver to make it your basic training
program[to meet the required training standard].” Most of the people that we've talked to
believe that that empowers them and trains them adequately so that they can do structural
firefighting and vehicle rescue. That's the impression that was left with many people, including
the Gulf Islands, including myself, who went forward and actually put a recruit class through
that basic program.
We were then told that you could bridge from the basic program into NFPA Standard Level I
through the JIBC [Justice Institute of British Columbia]. Well, what we realized when we went to
do that was that the JIBC did not have a curriculum to support that transition. What they said
was, more or less, “You can do a challenge and an evaluation to go to Level I.” So what that
means, if you look at the sheet that I've given you there,. . . safety, these are the topics, and
here are the modules as they refer to them at the JIBC. So there's a safety [topic] in the basic
program and there's a safety [topic] in the modular program. But for Module 1, this is Topic 1;
Module 1 also includes organization and communication. So then we go to Topic 2,. . . PPE
[personal protective equipment], and then on your module it's PPE plus fire behaviour plus -that's it, that's the portable extinguisher.
Just to clarify that modular program, it's the 1001 Level I and Level II program.
NFPA 1001 I and II, that's in accordance with the manual I have with me here today, which is the
JI manual. . . . It's not a curriculum, it's the exams and it's the practical evaluations in order to
meet the Level I and II.
The basic program has a curriculum with lesson plans and everything. So what happens is when
you finish your basic program—just scroll down to Topic 7 here—you think to yourself, “Okay,
I'm going to go to Level I now with my group,” but there's no curriculum to support that
transition. What you have to do is you have to tell your people, “Hey guys, you can write a 200question exam, which, by the way, covers everything in Modules 1 through 9.” If you haven't
taught them all those little extra things that you see in the right side column here, then you have
to re-teach them or you have to tell them to go home and read the IFSTA, all of it, because if
they don't they're going to fail that 200-question exam.
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The other thing you have to do is two days of practical evaluations. And what's that based on?
That also is based on everything from Modules 1 through 9, which means you have to go back
and teach them everything they missed when they did the basic program. Then you discover
that the basic program by the JIBC's own definition is not accredited training. When you give
those people . . . their little certificate and it's got no ProBoard [National Board on Fire Service
Professional Qualification] or IFSAC seal on it, [they may say,] “Wait a minute, you told me this
was basic training, but now you're telling me it's not accredited. What does that mean?” . . . .
When we decided to go with the basic [training, other departments] suggested to me that [I]
add back a couple of these things anyway because, you know, if we teach them PPE and we
don't teach them . . . what fire behaviour is or what extinguisher is. . . . I mostly taught those
students the extra topics anyway, but it's not cumulative. Basic is not cumulative to Level I. It's a
challenge you can do, which, by their [JIBC] own admission . . . they have not done ever. So when
I asked them to do that for my students, he [Larry Watson, then coordinator the JIBC] said,
“We're not really sure what to do,” after stalling for six months before admitting that. We
decided we weren't going to set our students up to fail. They were already pissed enough at me
that I told them they had accredited training and they didn't.
So what we did was we just signed them up for the Level II program. There's one other little
hitch in there, because the basic program is –. . . a train the trainer program and [instructors]
are not accredited to the safety topic in Module 1 because it isn't trained by a certified trainer
evaluated by a certified evaluator. So, just for clarification, instead of taking my Fire Service
Instructor I and my Fire Service Evaluator, I went and I took the basic train the trainer to teach
my basic program. I didn't do that, but just say I did that. –. . . Let's say it was accredited and I
decided I want to bring them up to Level I now. You know what I discover then? I can't teach the
stuff in Level I because I don't have FSI I and I don't have an evaluator's certificate. So now the
two days that I spent doing my basic train the trainer program has been deemed to be a waste
of time because I now can't [teach] the rest of the program I need to for my people to get to
Level I. . . .
Let's say that you were forewarned; [name] let me know that, so I got my FSI I and I got my
evaluator. I made sure my people did that as well. So then we decide we're bringing them up to
the next level. Then you'll discover that by definition of the NFPA standard, when you train your
people to NFPA 1001 Level I that only is appropriate training for interior work as part of a team,
not a team leader, so all you've done, if you went to Level I is trained your people adequately, in
the opinion of the NFPA, which is a pretty credible organization. Your people are only trained to
work as part of a team. If you want them to be a team leader, which I would think you need that
to go into the building, then you have to train them to Level II. None of that is clear, I do not
believe, to the majority of the fire chiefs and trainers in BC in the smaller departments that
xiv
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opted for the train the trainer program. The biggest concern I have is when they figure it out
they're going to [be] pretty angry and the people that they've put through the train the trainer,
the basic program, [will] also angry. I know that firsthand because my people were angry. So
now they have to go back and do those do these modules again, because I can't even say to
them, “Just write the exam for organization and communication because you've already done
safety.” I can't say that because this is not accredited.

Figure 3. Interior Firefighting Training
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Figure 4. BC First Nation Emergency Safety Society firefighter games 2009
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Chapter 1: Historical Studies Review
FSTAR Zone 3 public meeting transcript
I’ve been fire chief for over 15 years now. The
problem you have in a really small area is big
turnover. But they [firefighters] are at least
getting some education.
I can't remember how many surveys I've filled
out in the last 15 years. Christ. Who knows what
it costs?
The scope of this historical literature review is restricted to a review of previous and
relevant studies conducted on British Columbia (BC) Fire Service Training. Themes
identified following the Fire Service Training Access Review (FSTAR) form the basis
of this literature review.
The following themes emerged through the FSTAR:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Funding barriers
Travel time and distance barriers
Regional disparity
NFPA standards barrier
Justice Institute (JI) Fire Academy policy and practice
Role of the Office of the Fire Commissioner review

This chapter will focus on the six themes in order to answer the research question,
―How can BC provide equal and germane access to training so all BC firefighters can
attain the required training standard?‖
There have been 14 relevant reviews and studies of fire rescue services and the
training of firefighters in BC since 1957. There has been little action taken in
response to previous recommendations; the same critical issues remain in 2010.
The establishment of the Fire and Safety Division at the JIBC in 1978 has certainly
added benefit to Fire Service Training in the province however challenges still exist
in areas of funding and regional representation. This leaves the public and BC
firefighters at a distinct disadvantage in regard to fire prevention/suppression
capability and risk mitigation, affecting public safety and firefighters' health and
safety.

1

Cantell and Hadfield (1957)
The first relevant study is Cantell and Hadfield‘s 1957 Report of a Survey of the
Function and Clerical Operation of the Office of the Fire Marshal, 1 which was
prepared for the Ministry of Health. Keenleyside reviewed it in 1975, stating, ―It
was particularly significant to note that most of the weaknesses in the Fire
Marshal‘s Office which were clearly pointed out in that Report had not been
remedied in the intervening years‖ (p. 20). Further specifics are noted in the
section dedicated to Keenleyside‘s report later in this chapter.

Foulkes (1973)
FSTAR Zone 3 public meeting transcript [2582226253]
On one hand, we're working within our municipal
boundary. If we go out of that boundary we
would have to be working under a PEP task
number, but PEP doesn't recognize first
responder program or they won't subsidize for
first responder calls and they also won't subsidize
for fighting a fire. If we're one province. . . we
need to have a seamless application.
In 1973, Dr. A. G. Foulkes, as a special consultant, delivered a working paper
entitled Emergency Medical Services in British Columbia to the Ministry of Health
and the Hospital Insurance Industry. In it, he reviewed emergency medical services
in BC. His main focus was the ambulance service and medical emergency response
delivery, or first response as we know it today, of which the firefighters were then a
key part. Foulkes recognized the risk posed to the public and thereby the province
by the lack of regulation and certification in first response:
There is no consensus on the content of training programs or the
major source of much of this type of education. Any person that has a
Class 4 driver's licence can operate any type of vehicle that he wishes
to call an ambulance and without any special training for the job
whatever! (p. 3)
What is worth noting is that Foulkes‘ discussion on training delivery in 1973 and the
proposed recommendations he made were based on the assumption that those in
emergency response possessed the necessary skills and ability to be trainers and

1

The report was referenced in Keenleyside (1975). The FSTAR team has been unable to
access the original report.

2

preceptors for future ambulance personnel. Foulkes did not explain how those
performing emergency response duties without necessarily having attained a
certain level or standard of training could be viewed as a resource to train others:
Emphasis will be placed upon a reasonable degree of self-learning
within such a co-ordinate training program. The arrangements for local
fire, police, hospital, automotive repair and aircraft authorities to act
as both preceptors and providers of actual training experiences, will
lead the student to become well acquainted with local resources and
personalities. The co-coordinating and academic credit granting
authority for individual courses would be the appropriate College
giving the course or BClT [British Columbia Institute of Technology] as
applicable. A provincial certifying or control authority could be
established if deemed necessary. This is recommended. (p. 13)
Foulkes stated that the province of BC had no emergency response system despite
several pilot projects that had been initiated in the preceding years. According to
Foulkes, ―the long-range solution to the problem is to develop a system with
standardization at all levels. This system should be regionalized. In addition there
should be a supra-regional authority” (p. 6).
The Foulkes report focused on emergency medical response and is included here
because in 1973 the fire service was a key part of the provincial integrated
emergency response. Additionally, the fire service was expected to provide training
to police, ambulance, and fire service personnel. One important issue Foulkes
identified was that volunteers and paid full-time members did not receive the same
recognition.
The FSTAR found some of the same issues identified by Foulkes, including
fragmented provincial resources and provincial training standards. The lack of a
uniform approach to standards, relevancy, delivery, and funding of training has
interfered with the quality of service and potential outcomes, thereby posing an
increased risk to public and firefighter safety.

FSTAR Zone 3 public meeting transcript
Once you've formed a fire department, you've
got the Fire Department Act; you better make
sure you can provide fire services. Guess what,
you get rid of the first responder, because it's a
secondary service, there's somebody else already
doing it. We're getting down to the basics
because the highest risk to our firefighters is
through fire.
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Keenleyside (1975)
In 1975, Hugh Keenleyside completed a comprehensive review of the Fire Marshal‘s
Office for the attorney general. His report, The Fire Fighting Services in British
Columbia, included 37 recommendations, 12 of which pertain to improved training.
Keenleyside identified that the duties and services of police officers, firefighters,
and those in the ‗maturing‘ ambulance service remained blurred in some areas:
Historically, the fire service assumed many of the emergency prehospital care services. It was also involved in rescue and continues so
today. The ambulance service maintains a reliance on the fire and to
some extent on the police, to assist in these emergencies. The
question which arises is: who pays, and who recovers the costs
incurred as a result of these overlapping of services? (p. 78)
Keenleyside noted necessary changes in 1975 for training; that are still needed and
supported by the FSTAR:







strengthening of the fire commissioner‘s role and authority
establishment of regional branch offices of the Office of the Fire
Commissioner throughout the province with responsibility for maintaining
and providing training as an extension of accredited institutions such as the
British Columbia Institute of Technology
development of a consistent and funded training system for all firefighters
throughout the province
more emphasis on fire inspection, conducted by Regional Fire Commissioner‘s
staff
transfer of additional funds from the Insurance Premium Tax directly to
municipalities and regional districts to fund fire rescue service training and
equipment.

Cain (1989)
FSTAR Zone 1 chief survey comment
Standardize training, provincial funding, and/or
assistance.
Reciprocity across the board.
Education grants for distance education paid to
municipalities by province to offset costs.
Regional training facilities for departments to
train at.

4

In 1989, the Ministry of Health issued a report written by Vince Cain, then chief
coroner, called Review of Pre-Hospital Care: Province of British Columbia. The chief
coroner was selected to "review the provision of emergency pre-hospital care in the
Province of British Columbia . . . [because of] the independence of that office‖ (p.
1).
Cain provided a historical review of the BC fire service. Before 1973 emergency
services were provided by a mix of private and public services. After 1973 the fire
service and private ambulance industry improved the level of care by making
emergency first response a firefighter responsibility. Along with the Workers‘
Compensation Board (WCB), it developed the requirements for an increased level of
training; the industrial first aid certificate became the standard. The WCB required
fire departments to have 1 in 19 members trained to the industrial first aid
standard to meet the requirements for worker safety.
Municipal governments had the responsibility of providing first response service,
and they required the police and fire services to provide it, with the fire service
providing any pre-hospital care. This model became known as Medic 1 and
continued into the 1980s.
Cain was a proponent of a combined agency first response model, that is, police,
firefighters, and ambulance personnel. While recognizing no legal requirement for
police and firefighters to respond to medical emergencies, he felt it was a moral
obligation and one expected by community members.
Cain recommended that the Justice Institute of British Columbia (JIBC) and each
municipality become responsible for training all three agencies to the EMA 11 level.
More importantly in relation to the FSTAR, Cain recognized the cost should be borne
by the overseeing agency, which in this case was the Emergency Health Services
Commission:
Thus, in 1973-74, E.H.S.C. [Emergency Health Services Commission]
inquired of the Fire Chiefs‘ Association of British Columbia whether it
would be willing to provide ambulance services under such an
arrangement. The Fire Chiefs declined on the basis they were primarily
fire suppression and rescue oriented. (p. 6)
The fire chiefs envisioned ambulance services to be under the authority of a
provincial body rather than a local or regional one and felt they were first and
foremost responsible to their respective municipality governing bodies.
However, Cain‘s recommendations are the same as those of other reviews that
have followed all the way up to the FSTAR. The primary one is that the funding of
firefighter training should be the responsibility of the governing bodies, which in
2009 are the municipalities, regional districts, and provincial government.

5

British Columbia Fire Safety Advisory Council (1991)
FSTAR Zone 5 public meeting transcript
The standards brought in have to be achievable,
so we have to find a way that they're achievable
for the fire service in general. . . . [That could be]
mobile training available throughout the north,
which we've heard of before, we've heard [of it]
in the other meetings. [There could be instructors
who] come to the communities instead of
everyone going down south.
FSTAR Zone 5 public meeting transcript
[I don’t know] how the training's going to work
for us. The other concern I have is you mentioned
earlier bringing a mobile training facility up from
the Lower Mainland I assume. I would prefer to
see training established in an area like this where
there's several contractors or whatever, however
it would work out.
The British Columbia Fire Safety Advisory Council (FSAC) issued a report entitled
Training Needs for the British Columbia Fire Service to the then-Honorable Graham
Bruce in 1991. Established in 1990, FSAC was mandated to
…provide a forum for the fire service and those organizations with
related interests, to consider problems and initiatives common to fire
and life safety, [and] to make recommendations to the Minister and/or
Fire Commissioner on any issue in which they consider provincial
action to be required. (p. 2)
The FSAC study consisted of a survey of fire departments, asking specific questions
in relation to the number of department personnel, attrition and recruitment in
1990, money spent on training, frequency and duration of training, and standards
and services provided by each department.
The response rate for the FSAC study reached 64%; 255 departments responded
from the 396 departments recorded in the province at that time. The estimated
number of fire service personnel represented in the 255 responses was 9,803, 74%
of an estimated total of 13,328 firefighters in BC.

6

In 1991 the total fire service training budget was estimated to be little more than
$4 million, or approximately $33 per fire service person. Of the 255 fire
departments, 187 used training material from the JI Fire Academy, but
unfortunately did not report the location or the names of the alternate sources they
secured for training.
FSAC ―identified fire service training as an immediate priority . . . [and] identified
fire service training needs and facilities required, along with the methods to deliver
the training‖ (p. 2). It noted that since 1979, the JI Fire Academy had provided fire
service training throughout BC, without offering practical, hands-on training.
―Without hands-on training facilities, there has been, and remains, a large gap in
the preparation of career and volunteer fire fighters for the hazards and challenges
of fire fighting‖ (p. i). FSAC went on to say that the need for practical training was
not a new realization; in fact, the desire for practical training existed before the JI
Fire Academy‘s inception and had been regularly requested of the academy by all
the different fire service associations and personnel.
Additionally, FSAC noted that many studies and planning initiatives funded by
taxpayer dollars had taken place - but without results.
The recommendations made by FSAC addressed the need for a central training
facility in Maple Ridge (Note: The facility in Maple Ridge is in place):
[the recommended training facility would have]… four satellite centres
having 1 full time instructor each established in key locations around
the province to provide basic training, both at satellite facilities and at
the departments in the region and that training be further supported
by two mobile training units that can provide on-site specialized
training (e.g. extrication, hazardous materials) at the fire department
level. All training conducted to the National Fire Protection Association
Standards. (p. ii)
FSAC also identified ongoing requests from fire departments outside of the Lower
Mainland for
 a regional delivery of training to meet the funding challenges faced in
volunteer and mixed (composite) departments
 funding for the cost of travel and lost wages (for volunteer firefighters) as
the status quo prevents the majority of firefighters from being able to attend
the JI Fire Academy in many cases
 for the return of mobile training units along with a recommendation for
permanently placed regional training personnel and facilities
Additionally, to address training costs, FSAC called for the Insurance Premium Tax
collected by the government to be returned to the Office of the Fire Commissioner
to support provincial fire service costs, including training delivery.
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Justice Institute Fire and Safety Division (2002)
FSTAR Zone 5 volunteer firefighter survey
comment
One provincial standard that can be completed in
house and be locally feasible is more realistic for
rural departments than sending everyone to a
school at great cost…. Who would pay [the fees
for the school]? And for our time as volunteers?

The Justice Institute Fire and Safety Division (JIFSD) responded to a 2001 report by
a consortium of fire service associations with Fire & Safety Division Response To
“Dealing with the JIBC Fire & Safety Division.” It noted several fundamental
exceptions to the findings of the fire service associations‘ study, which involved
qualitative data collected through a survey that was distributed to BC fire
departments.2
The JIFSD stated that the survey was reportedly distributed to 437 fire
departments,3 but that it was difficult to know how the report ―represents the views
of the members of the Associations and . . . to get useful directions from the
report‖ (p. 1), because the number and region of the respondents was not
reported. The JIFSD also felt that with only 30 (7%) of the 437 fire departments
responding, the study lacked reliability and validity.
One theme in the fire service associations‘ report that is relevant to the FSTAR is
access.
Programs should be easily accessible for all Departments throughout
the province. In general terms, this means offering courses at times
and locations that are convenient to the user. This should mean
offering courses locally and on weekends. The programming, in
addition to the current formats, should be in blocks in order to meet
the needs of the customer. There is a strong perception that most
programming is offered and focused in the Lower Mainland.

2

The FSTAR team has been unable to secure a copy of the report Dealing with the JIBC Fire
& Safety Division (A Report Presented by a Consortium of Fire Service Associations) but feel
it is important to record the JIFSD response to quoted sections of that report that relate to
the FSTAR.
3
This is the largest sample of fire departments recorded in all reports reviewed in the
FSTAR.
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(Consortium of Fire Service Associations, 2001, as cited in JIFSD,
2002, p. 3)
In answer, the JIFSD provided a list of 90 courses that had been delivered off site
around the province in 1999–2000 as an example. Twenty eight communities were
on the list of course recipients, plus various First Nation Emergency Services
communities, which, in the JIFSD analysis is counted as one regional community,
as was the College of the Rockies.
A review of the JIFSD list shows 12 (43%) communities outside of the Lower
Mainland and Vancouver Island received courses, and only 4 (14%) were
community fire departments. The remainder of the course recipients (38%) were
corporate/industry clients. The JIFSD also stated that it ran seven days a week all
year and that it is proud of its record in making courses accessible throughout the
province. It maintained it was doing everything ―within reason‖ to accommodate
face-to-face training and would respond to ―requests for training or other services
upon request where a need exists and where it is viable that the delivery takes
place‖ (p. 4).
Another theme in the fire service associations‘ report that is relevant to the FSTAR
is funding.
The major problem in this regard is the need to access Fire and Safety
Division instructors at Fire and Safety Division locations. This is seldom
the most affordable method of delivery from the Department‘s
perspective. A greater effort must be made to provide Fire and Safety
Division and local instructors using regional facilities, so as to reduce
costs. The Fire and Safety Division needs to expand the use of
evaluators throughout the province. Although there is some
recognition of the funding problems with the Division, there is a
problem whereby the students and Departments can not afford the
programs. (as cited in JIFSD, 2002, pp. 5–6)
Inadequate funding support for departments outside of the Lower Mainland relates
to disparities in training accessibility. The JIFSD stated that it ―will deliver most
courses where there are appropriate facilities and numbers of students to cover the
costs and make course delivery viable‖ (p. 6). It also said that all JI divisions must
provide a business plan to support funding in their areas: ―The business plan must
demonstrate that a market exists and that the market is able to pay for the costs
associated with the development and delivery of the program‖ (p. 6). The JIFSD
added that some training is subsidized by funding from the Ministry of Advanced
Education Training Technology, for example the BC Firefighter Program, Fire
Service Leadership Program, and to some extent hazardous material training.
In response to statements that the JI Fire Academy charges more than other
accredited institutions do, the JIFSD said, ―If another province or state has more
government funding for their programs than the JI then it is conceivable they can
provide training at a lower rate‖ (p. 6). The JIFSD recognized that funding was at
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the root of most concerns about Fire and Safety Division programs and
recommended a joint initiative between firefighter associations and the JI Fire
Academy to put together a strong argument for additional funding in front of the
provincial government. Without additional funding, local governments must step up
to fund training to meet their mandates for community fire protection.
The JIFSD went on to say that many concerns had already been dealt with before
the fire service associations‘ report was released. It noted that it had not heard of
some concerns before the report was published. The JIFSD saw the process of using
the fire service associations to intervene on behalf of firefighters as confrontational
and counterproductive. However, the JIFSD emphasized a willingness to work with
the fire service associations in the future, if a prescribed format with specific lines
of communications and contacts were followed.

Kinney and Malm (2002)
FSTAR Zone 5 fire chief survey comment
Get the JI out of the Lower Mainland and get
them in the field where they are needed,
especially here in the northwest.
Bryan Kinney and Aili Malm, two Simon Fraser University PhD candidates,
completed a study in 2002 after being contracted by the JIFSD Advisory Council ―to
complete an independent review of the perceptions of British Columbia‘s fire service
members in regard to training needs and performance of the Justice Institute‘s Fire
and Safety Division‖ (p. 4).
Kinney and Malm designed and distributed a survey to members of BC fire service
professional associations and received 165 survey responses (24%). They also
conducted 24 interviews with various fire service personnel in different regions of
the province, with interviews of opportunity pursued whenever possible, for
example, with attendees at fire service conferences. The distribution of participants
showed more personnel from career departments responded than did those in
volunteer or mixed departments (see Figure 1). Career departments in BC are
concentrated in the Lower Mainland (see Table 1 for the regional survey response
distribution).
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Career
Industrial
firefighters
3%

Other
12%

Career
firefighters
47.4%

Paid auxiliary
members
16%

Volunteer
firefighters
22%

Figure 6. Participants by classification in Kinney and Malm’s study.
Figure reproduced with permission of Kinney and Malm.
Table 1. Regional distribution of survey responses in Kinney and Malm’s study.

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

21%

39%

18%

5%

17%

Kinney and Malm asked fire service personnel about fire service training needs and
the job the JIFSD was doing.
Regarding training needs, Kinney and Malm found that 98% of survey respondents
felt a lack of theoretical understanding of fire protection techniques and fire
management issues led to all other concerns. Further, participants ranked fire
suppression as the most important firefighter task, followed by fire prevention,
vehicle rescue, and extrication. In the matter of reciprocity, ―when asked how
important it is that training is recognized by other jurisdictions (e.g. other provinces
and states), 75.5% of respondents stated that it is important, with 35% stating
that it is extremely important‖ (p. 20).
Regarding perceptions of and concerns about the JI, six themes were identified and
ranked from survey responses (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Survey respondents’ concerns with JIFSD service in Kinney and Malm’s study.

Concern
Cost of training and expenses
Accessibility for all fire departments to access JIFSD training
The focus on timely, relevant programming
Accreditation by external standards such as NFPA and IFSTA
Poor organization and lack of credibility surrounding the organization
Consistency and reliability of JIFSD service over time

Survey
responses
28%
22%
19%
16%
11%
5%

Other significant concerns identified in the Kinney and Malm analysis regarding the
JIFSD included the lack of user consultation; the value of pre-employment training;
problems with interactions with JI coordinators, instructors, administrative staff,
registration; and others (see Table 3).
Table 3. Survey respondents’ perception and opinion results in Kinney and Malm’s study.
Reproduced with permission of Kinney and Malm.

Perception/opinion
Fire service association influence/input inadequate to JIFSD training
Pre-employment training advantageous
Positive interaction with JIFSD coordinators
Positive interaction with JIFSD administration
Positive interaction with JIFSD instructors
Positive interaction with JIFSD registration
JIFSD should pursue online distance education
Favoritism with some departments felt
Inadequate value for money for programs
JIFSD unresponsive to feedback
JIFSD not done enough to make training accessible
outside of the lower mainland
** this approval rate decreases significantly as distance from the
Lower Mainland increases with the highest level of disagreement
from Zone 5 (North)74%

Survey
responses
51%
66%
68%**
78%**
81%
81%**
87%
91%
60%
71%
77%

Some sample interview responses that Kinney and Malm considered significant are
as follows:
 ―Training is very expensive, but worth it.‖
 ―Smaller departments need provincial or municipal assistance with training
costs.‖
 ―Our situation doesn‘t allow the funds to send personnel to the lower
mainland for training.‖
 ―Other agencies can cover certification at a much lower cost than the JI.‖
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―Access could be greatly improved through web-based courses. My
department accessed such courses through U.S. schools, not the JI.‖
―I just counted the JI‘s Fall 2001-2001 courses – there are 113 courses all
south of Hope. NOT ONE COURSE available to fire fighters North of
Hope…this is absolutely pitiful!‖
―There seems to be a focus at the JI on career only training.‖
―I think setting up regional training facilities would be a definite
improvement.‖
―I think the JI has the potential to be very good for the Fire Service of BC
given funding and a willingness to hear voices in the field.‖
(p. 27)
―Stop having surveys and set up a training program that is realistic
and can be recognized wherever it is taught.‖

Consistency and
reliability of JIFSD
service over time
5%
Poor
organization and
lack of credibility
surrounding the
organization Accreditation by
11%
external standards

Cost of training and
expenses
27%

such as NFPA and
IFSTA
16%

The focus on timely,
relevant
programming
19%

Accessibility for all
fire departments to
access JIFSD training
22%

Figure 7. Ranked concerns regarding the JIFSD from survey respondents in Kinney and
Malm’s study.
Figure reproduced with permission of Kinney and Malm.

Kinney and Malm found that the cost and accessibility of training ranked as the
most important concerns for survey and interview respondents: ―85% of all
respondents agree that the provincial government should provide full funding for a
minimum standard of competency for all fire fighters. These results were not
significantly different over zones . . . job description . . . command/non-command
respondents . . . or training/non-training officers‖ (p. 22). That the provincial
government should subsidize additional training was indicated by 77% of all
participants with no significant difference in response according to job description or
location.
Second in ranking of importance in the study is still heard today, ―It was also
apparent from survey questions regarding respondent‘s perceptions of the JIFSD
that Fire Service members from zones outside of the lower mainland, especially the
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North, tend to have more negative perceptions of the JIFSD than respondents from
the lower mainland. This discrepancy could be due to access issues or at least the
perception of unequal access to Fire Service training in British Columbia‖ (p. 30).
Concerns about lack of relevant and timely programs ranked as the third most
significant concern. Kinney and Malm said ―this issue was . . . mentioned in three
quarters of the interviews‖ (p. 30)
Accreditation concerns ranked fourth. Kinney and Malm found that ―issues
regarding accreditation repeatedly arose in [the] surveys and interviews‖ (p. 30).
Kinney and Malm suggested that the JIFSD and fire service associations could focus
their efforts on communication with members about proposed improvements in
areas of their training.
Effective communication strategies could be used to inform Fire
Service member‘s perceptions surrounding level of input from the Fire
and Safety Advisory Committee, access issues and availability of
training to departments from zones outside of the lower mainland,
amount of ―favouritism‖ used by the Justice Institute‘s Fire and Safety
Division, among others. (p. 31)
Kinney and Malm identified that ―courses most often taken by respondents include
Basic Fire Fighting Certificate (safety), BC fire fighting 1 and 2, HazMat and Fire
Service Instructor 1. The courses taken the least by respondents include Industrial
Fire Fighting 1, 2 and 3, and Live Fire 3 and 4‖ (p. 19).

Filmon (2003)
FSTAR Zone 5 public meeting transcript
When we phoned about it [the need for
additional staff in the north], somebody said,
“Well, I have a guy—I only have one guy and the
closest guy to you is in Victoria.” So I've seen that
happen. I'm seeing pressure for people to be first
responders.

In 2003, BC saw its worst forest fire season, with 2,500 fire starts, mostly in the
interior of the province, unprecedented property loss, and the loss of three lives
within the responding ranks. Following this, the provincial government requested a
review to assess the provincial response. The Honorable Gary Filmon oversaw the
review and addressed firefighter training access and delivery in his report.
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Filmon‘s team noted that with approximately 400 fire departments in the province,
there should be a central inventory of firefighting equipment in order to allow all
fire service agencies to request and access needed equipment efficiently. To
illustrate the disruption the lack of such inventory repository caused during the
2003 firestorm, Filmon cited the example of equipment being requested from a
department at the lower end of Vancouver Island, whose members, upon arrival in
the Okanagan, found they were the first mutual aid unit to arrive. Conversely, First
Nation Emergency Services in the area reported that their aid and equipment had
not been requested or used. This finding profoundly illustrates the significance of
having no central inventory that lists every fire department in the province and its
personnel, equipment, and capability.
The report noted the considerable contribution of the volunteer firefighters as their
communities came under risk, adding that they were not treated with the respect
they deserved. They were expected to work alongside career firefighters with the
same S-100 Wildfire Suppression certification that is required annually, but not
afforded the same monetary compensation.
Filmon‘s team was struck by the fact that these volunteers not only give willingly
and generously of their time and energy without compensation, but were expected
to pay for courses to upgrade their skills and knowledge as structural firefighters.
―We believe it is in the interest of municipal and regional governments to pay for
the training of volunteer firefighters to ensure the most competent services are
available and to address local needs on a consistent basis throughout the province‖
(p. 59).
As a result of these findings, Filmon recommended that volunteer firefighter
training be funded by municipal and regional governments. Further, he
recommended that volunteers should be treated as equal and valued members of
the BC fire protection service, fully informed of policies and expectations during
emergency events.
A review of offered JIFSD courses by the FSTAR team shows that the BC Forest
Service requires individuals to hold S-100 Wildlife Suppression certification before
being put on a fire line. The certification is an annual requirement at a cost of $360
per student.
The S100 course was developed by the BC Forest Service Protection
Branch to meet regulatory requirements including WorkSafe BC, which
states that all workers fighting forest fires must be trained and then
retrained annually. This includes people who are hired to temporarily
fight fires.4

4

JIBC website retrieved August 10 2009.

http://learning.jibc.ca/TPOnline/TPOnline.dll/Public%20Course/COURSENO=COUR20090519
11464502460096
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Cameron (2007)
FSTAR Zone 2 public meeting transcript
We're gathering a whole bunch of statistics and
recommendations that come out of it. You know,
the Cameron Report recommendations that
were part of the Ambulance First Responder
program, I can tell you they're coming. They're a
little slow on the draw there, but they've
committed to do all the recommendations and
put those into place, so, you know, sometimes
these things do work, and it all takes time and,
you know, if you're asking me if we're going to
get a couple hundred million dollars tomorrow
your guess is as good as mine.
Commissioned by the BC government, the report by Peter Cameron entitled First
Responders, Fire Services and Pre-hospital Emergency Care in British Columbia: A
Report to the Emergency Health Services Commission was released in 2007 and
focuses on first response emergency medical care. ―This report seeks to provide a
vision for first responders as an integrated part of a comprehensive system of
patient-focused pre-hospital emergency care‘‖ (p. 4). The report looks at the overall
first responder process in place in BC since the Cain (1989) report and positions the
fire service as a key player.
The terms of reference for Cameron‘s work were to "conduct an update of the Cain
Report to build upon the work previously done and to review the work of fire
departments throughout the province in the provision of pre-hospital care to
determine the most effective manner in which fire services can be utilized" (p. 9).
The scope of the report is limited to first responder medical emergency capacity
and authority in BC, of which the fire service is an integral piece, more so in some
areas of the province than others.
Cameron pointed out that most fire service calls involve medical emergencies and
noted the lack of clarity as to who has the mandated authority and thereby the
ultimate responsibility for pre-hospital care. Cameron stated that Kitimat fire
service was the only department with that overall responsibility in the province.
Cameron stated ―the majority of fire department calls in the lower mainland are
medical first response calls‖ (p. 41). The fire service is often the first responder at
incident scenes and treats patients until the BC Ambulance Service crews arrive and
take over. In some BC jurisdictions, an integrated pre-hospital first response
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between agencies works well, but in others it requires clarification of agency roles
and authority to achieve cooperation. To illustrate the scope of the first response
issue, Cameron stated,
First responders are an essential part of pre-hospital care in British
Columbia. As one indicator of their significance, there are a significant
number of them—6,250. For a sense of scale, there are 3,010
paramedics in the province. Most first responders work for, or are
volunteers with the 226 fire departments providing first response
services. In most cases, medical calls make up the biggest category of
total responses by fire departments, typically far more than responses
to structure fires. (p. 4)
The issues identified by Cameron regarding pre-hospital care are similar to those
found in the FSTAR relating to firefighter training access. Large career fire
departments, such as those in the Lower Mainland, appear to access training for
both fire protection and response and first medical response roles without difficulty.
The farther departments are from the Lower Mainland and the more volunteer staff
members they have, the more difficult it is for them to access firefighter training
and emergency medical responder training. Both types of training are provided by
the JIBC (one through the Fire and Safety Division, the other through the
Paramedic Academy).
In the report, recommendation 15 of 37 seeks the establishment of a policy to
provide financial assistance for training to rural and remote communities that lack a
local training provider. The FSTAR team concurs with this recommendation.
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Figure 8. BC Firefighter in-house training.

Ambulance Paramedics of British Columbia (2007)
FSTAR Zone 3 public meeting transcript
I had nothing in my budget at the end of the
year for fire service training. It [was spent] on
first responder, on hazmat [training], not [the]
fire department. We couldn't train to a
standard because our budget, our training
budget, was going to all these different
programs.

The Ambulance Paramedics of BC (APBC) took issue with several areas of the 2007
Cameron report. In a 48-page response, it systematically responded to each area of
the report with strong analysis and supported data. The degree of the critique is
broader than the limited scope of the Cameron report, but nonetheless is of
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interest. For example, the APBC suggested that Cameron‘s list of stakeholders was
too short, although the scope of the Cameron report specifically restricted input to
first responders. The APBC felt the list should have been expanded to include
organizations such as medical associations, hospital administrations, and local
authorities.
The APBC‘s major areas of critique are summarized as technical flaws, predictive
bias, data collection flaws, a lack of distinction between reports and studies, and a
lack of distinction between the medical model and rescue model. The APBC
concluded that the lack of resources for the paramedic service accounts for the
need to download first responder responsibilities to other agencies, specifically the
fire service, in different areas around the province: ―‗FR [first responder] service
throughout the province is fragmented and inconsistent, because it is based on the
will of municipalities and fire services to participate in a FR program‖ (p. 11).
The APBC provided a valuable analysis with information that complemented the
Cameron report. It indicated a lack of cooperation between the fire service and the
ambulance service, which Cameron also referred to in his report and attributed to
cultural disconnects between first response agencies. The FSTAR team reviewed the
reference documents supporting the APBC report. There appears to be a lack of
research and study on the relevance and appropriate use of first response agencies
in pre-hospital care for BC communities that could assist in the development of
efficient planning and policy for appropriate dispatch (APBC, 2007; Berringer et al.,
1999).The APBC observed that this is an area for future research encouraged by
agencies with responsibility and authority in this arena.
Unfortunately the recommendations of the APBC have been made available only to
the APBC executive committee. The FSTAR team has no information on the specifics
of the recommendations or whether the committee acted on any of
recommendations.

Vokes (2008)
FSTAR Zone 3 public meeting transcript
When I was in the Northwest Territories I ended up as fire Marshall
and we had four ratings [for fire department capabilities]. We had
non-responsive, developmental, defensive, and offensive fire
departments. So, we went out and did an audit . . . but we did the
audit on them, assessed their fire department, and then went to
council and said, “Here's where your department is.” So there were
quite a few actually that were non-responsive, that had no
departments, and the sad thing there was the community would just
say, "So what?" ...just a couple [of] comments.
That model that you're talking about, College of the Rockies has that
particular model in place. They adopted it over a year ago. It is called
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the Rockies Custom Fire Program. They'll customize a program based
on NFPA 1001. They have the modules right out of NFPA 1001. They
teach the NFPA 1001 curriculum. They test to the testing bank and
the processes required by 1001 in the particular modules for these
services that you provide. So, just further to what [name] had said
earlier about establishing standards, it all kind of relates: the fire
commissioner established standards so one would assume that [the
commissioner would] have some kind of responsibility. [The
commissioner has] said the standard will be NFPA 1001. I would
suggest that the fire commissioner probably has some form of
responsibility in helping fire departments attain it. . . .
What they've done, and I'm not being critical here, I think it was
really unintentional, I think they had the fire services’ best interests
in mind when they did it, but we can all see that at this particular
point the majority [of firefighters] don't have it [NFPA 1001] and
right now it's unattainable for the large part of the volunteer sector.
So what have we done? We've set the volunteer sector [up]. The
province has [done this] by adopting this [process], they have set
them up to fail, because we didn't have anything in place to support
them, to get them there.
John Vokes is a past director of the JIFSD, a past deputy fire commissioner, and,
prior to that, a career firefighter. Subsequently he became a fire protection
consultant and has regularly contributed relevant studies relating to BC fire
protection and safety.
In a 2008 article ―Proposal for Change,” Vokes proposed to address the need for a
centralized certification system to assist in the delivery of firefighter training.
This proposal looks at current training initiatives and the difficulty that
many fire departments experience in achieving certification to the
[required] NFPA standards. Alternative options for recognition of
training are discussed, based on the knowledge that training is
currently available to the fire service from provincial institutions,
private training companies, contractors, and out-of-province
institutions and trainers, while the majority of training is delivered
using in-house training resources. (p. 1)
In 1997, Vokes, in his capacity as director of the JIFSD and as a member of the
FSAC, met with the council to address and consider ―a process whereby all bona
fide fire service training, including in-house training programs, could be recognized
as being contributory toward provincial certification of fire fighters to meet the
British Columbia Fire Service standards‖ (p. 2).
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He reported that after follow-up meetings and genuine efforts, issues remained
unaddressed. In 1998, he recognized frustrations that the FSTAR team has reported
on again in 2009. ―This issue [of achieving certification] remains largely
unaddressed and continues to cause frustration in areas including cost of training,
exclusivity of curriculum, and access to reasonably priced training in outlying
regions of the province‖ (p. 2).
In ―Proposal for Change,” Vokes suggested a workable solution of benefit to the BC
fire service. He challenged the Office of the Fire Commissioner to create a body to
oversee or at the least direct what training is recognized as being in compliance
with the standards of the mandated NFPA, thereby meeting the ministerial order for
NFPA FFI, FFII as the BC firefighters standard of training.
Providing historical background, Vokes described the name change of the position
and authority as head of fire protection in the province from fire marshal to fire
commissioner, and the change of mandate from the Fire Marshall‘s Civil Defense
Plan to the legislation for the newly named Fire commissioner, the Fire Services
Act. Along with this change, the responsibility for firefighter training reverted back
to the Office of the Fire Commissioner.
A resulting problem developed after the formation of curriculum committees that
represented different firefighter designations, including a career firefighter
committee, a volunteer firefighter committee, and a mixed department firefighter
committee. ―As each committee met separately and focused on individual needs,
further agreements were made that career fire fighters were not to access
volunteer fire fighter training and volunteer fire fighters could not access the officer
level training programs‖ (p. 3).
FSAC, cognizant of the division, worked hard to resolve it by initiating a curriculum
and standards committee. This committee was cohesive and driven to resolve the
differences between career and volunteer firefighters. From this committee
developed a Certification Task Force. The mandate of the task force was to develop
a process whereby training from a variety of sources along with a service-time
component could be combined to meet the required standards.
During FSAC‘s work, an initiative to have the Office of the Fire Commissioner
become the certification body was abandoned when a legal opinion was issued that
the mandate of the office within the Fire Services Act did not allow for this.5
Through many debates, a consensus emerged from FSAC that the principal
objective was ―to establish a system through which to review and recognize quality
training and educational initiatives that contribute to the compliance with fire
service (NFPA) standards‖ (p. 6).
In an evaluation of training accreditation, Vokes pointed out that in 2008 BC had
four training institutions—in Cranbrook, Nanaimo, North Vancouver, and New

5

Changes to the Fire Services Act are currently being proposed.
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Westminster—accredited by either the International Fire Service Accreditation
Congress (IFSAC) or the National Board on Fire Service Professional Qualification
(ProBoard). Volkes reviewed the Ontario model, discussing options for achieving
accessible and affordable training that could meet the required NFPA standards in
BC that are in place and work in Ontario.
In conclusion, Vokes argued that an independent review body could ensure that all
training standards are met by assessing and evaluating all sources of training. He
went on to state that this body should be overseen and funded by the Office of the
Fire Commissioner, using the resources made available through fire service
associations. Vokes suggested the name of this body could be the Fire Service
Certification Oversight Council. The FSTAR team
suggests the role of overseeing and evaluating training agencies already exists in
current legislation (Fire Services Act, s4.1, 2, 3 and s5. a, b, c.) to convene (reestablish) a Fire Service Advisory Board.

The Fire Chiefs’ Association of BC (2008)
FSTAR Zone 1 public meeting transcript
[At the Fire] Chiefs' Association, everybody's
been saying, “Hey, we've got to get some of that
[insurance] money back.” But it hasn't ever come
back. On the ICBC [Insurance Corporation of BC]
bill there is [a line item for] fire service, that's
great, but the government took it away and now
we've got to get it back to the fire service people
who are actually doing the work and training.
A discussion paper called Bringing Home BC’s Insurance Premium Tax: A Case for
Spending the Tax on Fire Protection as It Was Originally Intended was released by
the Fire Chiefs‘ Association of BC (FCABC) in 2008. The document provided a
history of the intent and life of the Insurance Premium Tax, first implemented in BC
in 1921 as a means to provide funding to the Office of the Fire Marshal to offset the
costs of firefighter training and fire protection in BC.
The FCABC stated that the ―1921 tax has evolved into the Insurance Premium Tax,
which today collects 4.4% of the gross property and vehicle insurance sales in B.C.
. . . [I]n 2008 this amount was estimated to be $372 million dollars [for the year].
IPT [Insurance Premium Tax] funds [now] go into the Consolidated Revenue Fund
and are treated as general revenue‖ (p. 2). The only direct provincial contribution
to local governments is through the Office of the Fire Commissioner. In 2007–2008,
the Office of the Fire Commissioner had an annual budget of $2.39 million.
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Over the years, the provincial government has changed the name, scope, and use
of the Insurance Premium Tax. Amendments have expanded its reach to include
automobile insurance and the entire property insurance premium, not just the fire
insurance portion. Changes have also gradually severed the link between collection
of the tax and payment for fire services. In Canada the responsibility for fire service
is largely held by municipalities. The provincial government‘s unconditional grants
to municipalities started to dwindle after 1998, and in 2006 all grants to
communities of less than 19,000 people stopped. (There is some fund allowance to
smaller communities, but below the 1999 levels.)
The FCABC stated that the Insurance Premium Tax has doubled since 1999. In
2007-2008 total property tax collected is approximately $5.4 billion, of which $397
million is connected to fire protection services; the property and vehicle insurance
taxes add another $362 million to the taxes intended for fire protection. The FCABC
saw this as doubly taxing the public for fire protection services. It noted that
municipalities have very few means of collecting funding other than property taxes
and that despite increasing financial pressures they cannot reduce fire protection. A
campaign to lobby the government to use the fire protection tax as originally
intended was initiated by the FCABC, the Union of BC Municipalities, and some
regional districts.
The FCABC said that the government does not ―acknowledge the link between the
IPT [Insurance Premium Tax] and funding for community-based fire services‖ (p. 3)
The provincial government has argued that the link between the Insurance
Premium Tax and fire protection services was severed in the early 1980s when
changes were made to the Fire Services Act.
The FCABC pointed out that the government applied an additional 0.4% to the
Insurance Premium Tax in 2004 to cover forest fire fighting, which would indicate
an acknowledgment that the Insurance Premium Tax is the source of capital for fire
protection. The argument for using the Insurance Premium Tax for fire protection
can be made morally, ethically, and with the precedent of its origin. Probably the
strongest argument for using the Insurance Premium Tax to fund fire protection is
its historical inception and use of the tax for provincial fire protection services. The
FCABC sought a legal opinion on the matter and it indicated there was some merit
in a launching a constitutional challenge, using section 7 and 15 of the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms, that the fire service tax on insurance premiums should be
applied to the fire service.
In terms of using section 7 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the case would
hinge on the argument that the deleterious effect of diverting the Insurance
Premium Tax money away from fire services outweighs the benefits of using the
money for other budgetary items.
In terms of using section 15 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the case would
have to be framed by the argument that the Insurance Premium Tax is
discriminatory because it imposes a tax on property taxpayers that other provincial
taxpayers do not have to pay. ―The application of the tax could be argued as
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discriminatory because it does not benefit those who pay it, as it originally was
intended to do‖ (p. 5).
Because the Charter of Rights and Freedoms applies only to individuals, individuals
would have to take any legal action involving it, although the legal opinion indicated
that local governments could indemnify any costs.
In conclusion, the FCABC called for a united front of fire associations, Union of BC
Municipalities, and individuals to bring this forward to their Members of Parliament
and the provincial government in a public campaign to demonstrate the current
challenges of providing adequate fire protection services of which members of the
public may be unaware.

Internal Audit and Advisory Services (2007)
In 2007 the BC government received a Report of Emergency Management
Preparedness and Response audit assigned by the Deputy Ministers Committee to
assess the level of BC emergency preparedness. As a standard of evaluation the
audit team used the internationally accepted NFPA 1600, which the BC Emergency
Response Management System (BCERMS) and the Canadian Standard Association
(CSA) Z1600 adhere to.
Part of the audit process involved assessing the capacity of each emergency
program against criteria of maturity. ―The ‗maturity‘ rating reflects the degree to
which the program has developed an accountability and responsibility framework, a
suitable organizational structure, and documented policies and procedures in
keeping with Core Policy and built the necessary capacity to undertake its role‖ (p.
3).
The auditors used five criteria to provide a rating of maturity:
 roles and responsibility
 coordination and liaison
 planning
 testing
 training
The audit covered two of the five pillars of emergency management: preparedness
planning (including training and testing) and response. The auditors found the
emergency management response capability to be in varying degrees of maturity,
with the most developed programs being hazard specific and the least developed
found in the smaller communities that rely mainly on volunteer personnel. Testing
and training were audited separately, but for the purposes of the FSTAR they are
combined. Both were rated by the auditors as being at a medium level of maturity.
The auditors noted that the Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation
requires that emergency plans are tested on a periodic basis. Because there is no
centralized mechanism or mandate to monitor and record any testing, the
regulation, although probably designed to ensure a required standard of operational
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readiness, cannot meet this objective without the authority or resources to monitor
and enforce it. Additionally, the auditors noted that there is no mandate to test
hazard-specific plans and no program to monitor and evaluate any testing of local
emergency plans.
As for training, the audit noted that the Provincial Emergency Program (PEP) and
the JIBC collaborated on the design of comprehensive training programs. PEP
allocates an annual training grant to the JIBC, which in turn contracts out to other
training providers to cover the programs. The auditors found that training to
response levels is not mandatory; therefore, there is no provincial or centralized
training strategy, which in turn does not allow for a database to be compiled that
would aid in the identification and remediation of training gaps.
The auditors concluded that the lack of a formalized and province-wide monitoring
program for emergency response training means that the province is unable to
identify training needs and whether or not training delivery meets the required
standards. They added that the lack of a centralized or provincial database that
monitors training also precludes any ability for information sharing.
Significant observations from the auditors relevant to the FSTAR include the
following:
 The effectiveness of training in tests and incident response is monitored
informally by local government emergency managers, not the PEP.
 There is no provincial database to identify training effectiveness issues and
provide the information needed to make decisions about remediation and
program upgrades.
 There is no provincial assessment of whether there are sufficient numbers of
trained individuals to provide adequate incident response capacity.
 The ability of staff to function effectively in an operations centre environment
after training is not formally monitored. (p. 55)
The audit recommendations in relation to training are as follows:
It is recommended that PEP and EMBC [Emergency Management BC],
with PSA [Public Service Agency] and the ministries, develop and
implement strategies for the training of ministry and local government
emergency management personnel, in particular, the technical staff
needed by ministries.
It is recommended that PEP implement a formal process for monitoring
and evaluating training needs and requirements for PEP, ministry, and
local government personnel. Elements of this process would include,
e.g.:
• development of a provincial database to identify gaps and training
needs for key emergency management personnel in ministries, EOC
[Emergency Operations Centre]/PREOC [Provincial Regional
Emergency Operations Centre]/PECC [Provincial Emergency
Command Centre], and first responder positions;
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• evaluation of training status and needs as part of the PEP Regional
office process to review local government plans (p. 57)
The audit recommendations in relation to testing are as follows:
It is recommended that PEP finalize and implement its formal process
for monitoring and evaluating testing and its effectiveness throughout
the province. This can be incorporated into the planned Post
Operational Review Process. Elements of this process would include,
e.g.: monitoring the consistency and interconnectivity of local testing
to ensure that plans and activation are consistent and integrated, that
they comply with the Act, and are tested; reviewing relationships and
effectiveness with other government plans (Federal, Provincial, US,
and State Governments); evaluating test results and implementing
lessons learned, with subsequent testing of modified plans; and
integrating the lessons learned with formal training plans. (p. 53)

Fire Service Liaison Group (2008)
FSTAR Zone 2 public meeting transcript
I hope that the Office of the Fire Commissioner is
going through this [FSTAR} exercise with a view
to taking some steps. Now the fire service model
might change the whole horizon, but I'm
encouraged that you're doing this. At the same
time when it's all over I hope something, and I
have no idea what that something will be, comes
of it. It would indicate to me that someone's
looking at stepping up to the plate and taking
control. . . . We need some help and no one's
willing to step up and help.
In 2007 a consortium of BC fire service key stakeholders, referred to as the Fire
Service Liaison Group (FSLG), commissioned a comprehensive study that was
published and released in 2010 as Proposed Fire/Rescue System Model. The
members of the FSLG include the FCABC, the Fire Prevention Officers Association of
BC, and the Fire Training Officers Association of BC, the BC Professional Fire
Fighters Association, the Volunteer Firefighters Association f BC and the Union of BC
Municipalities.
The FSLG study assessed the existing fire protection services in the province,
including firefighter training. It is a very comprehensive study and provides an
excellent reference resource with detailed and complex analysis of almost every
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aspect of fire services in BC. It is a recommended adjunct document to any future
discussions aimed at improving fire rescue services in BC.
The FSLG report sets out findings and recommendations to improve the fire/rescue
system in BC and to enhance public safety. This is presented in the form of a new
model of proposed fire/rescue system for the province. The model is intended to
provide the provincial government, local governments, and members of the fire
service with a comprehensive set of recommendations for proposed improvements
to the province-wide fire service.
The report noted that an analysis of fire service calls shows that 10% are made
because of fire, 50% or more require first responder and rescue responses, and
40% are miscellaneous requests. The FSLG study included a questionnaire for fire
departments (which garnered 167 responses) and local authorities (which garnered
67 responses from regional districts and municipalities), in addition to personal
interviews. Participants consistently identified three major issues: training,
volunteer staffing, and funding.
Training: Many departments, but particularly those that are small and
staffed by volunteers, are experiencing significant difficulty getting
affordable and accessible training at needed, consistent standards for
firefighters.
Volunteer Staffing: Recruiting and retaining volunteer firefighters is a
significant problem for every small- and medium-sized department
surveyed.
Funding: Many factors are increasing the costs of fire / rescue services
and creating budget pressures on fire departments. Many communities
are experiencing funding pressures and are having difficulties meeting
these cost pressures and maintaining fire service resources at needed
levels. (p. 5)
The FSLG report concluded that the fire service and local governments agree they
face significant challenges that require change to ensure an adequate level of fire
rescue service for the communities of BC. The problem of each department
operating independently because of the existing decentralized structure and
responsibility was again illustrated in this report. The resulting fragmented service
in BC represents a significant risk to public and firefighter safety. As the report
stated, ―Although it [independent operations] appropriately aligns with local
government authority, this situation clearly contributes to problems associated with
service gaps, lack of common standards, inadequate information, limited ability to
cooperatively respond, and increased budget pressures‖ (p. 16).
Many of the report‘s conclusions are the same as those of previous studies
reviewed in this chapter, but with greater clarity and a more current condition to
direct recommended action. Recommendations include changes to legislation that
would resolve issues through a change in governance.
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The FSLG report broke down the proposed model into 12 streams for
implementation, estimated to take 5 to 10 years to achieve. The FSLG pointed out
that the priority must be the volunteer fire/rescue sector. To achieve needed
changes in training and support for the recruitment and retention of fire rescue
staff, especially for the majority who are within the heavily stressed volunteer
sector, the training should be funded by the provincial government; recruitment
and retention programs should be developed with additional support to local
government management and administration.
The FSLG recognized that with ongoing overall economic stresses affecting
communities, the pool of volunteers is shrinking. The FSLG also recognized that
training funding and access are lagging behind as training requirements are
increasing. Probably the most critical issues raised by the FSLG model are those
related to training standards for firefighters, because they are directly related to life
safety.
In conclusion, ―it is essential that the misunderstandings and inconsistencies in
training standards for firefighters be dealt with quickly and directly‖ (p. 12). Some
of the interpretations of the FSLG report are discussed later in this report, as those
findings correspond to data reported within the FSTAR.

Chapter Summary
The most striking observation following the literature review is that the reviews and
studies completed over the past 50 years have reported consistent and repeated
challenges and barriers concerning firefighter training and the access to it. For more
than four decades, many of the same recommendations have been made, but
without significant reported improved action or change.
The preceding studies have asserted that the BC Fire Service has not met the
standard of training required. The identified gaps are critical challenges to the
safety of public and fire rescue personnel. For example, in the 2007 Report of
Emergency Management Preparedness and Response Audit, several key gaps in
training and evaluation process were identified that appear to remain current.
In both the Report of Emergency Management Preparedness and Response Audit
and the FSLG report, it was recognized that changes in legislation and governance
are needed to create centralized oversight and facilitate a consistent delivery of
training and information sharing that would allow the required level and standard of
firefighter training to be met.
The current practice of local agency collection of data regarding training tools and
lessons, with no centralized depository for the benefit of the overall service, is a
significant gap that affects the capacity of BC First Responders, and Fire Rescue
Service Personnel who are often the first on scene.
Fire service personnel are likely experiencing fatigue in completion of studies and
reviews and this may affected the response rate in the current study. The FSTAR
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team commends those who continue to participate in these studies and who have
provided recommendations to the BC government in support of suggested change
and improvement for firefighter training in the Province of BC.

Figure 9. Langford fire rescue training
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Chapter 2: Methodology
This chapter explains the action research approach taken, the why of action
research, who participated in the study, how all data were collected and analyzed,
from what sources the data were collected. It also includes a section on validity,
rigour, and adherence to sound research principles and standards. Support from
literature is included to strengthen the validity and arguments put forward. At the
end of the chapter researcher bias is addressed.
As previously stated, the research question is, ―How can BC provide equal and
germane access to training so all BC firefighters can attain the required training
standard?‖ The FSTAR research focused on the challenges or barriers that the BC
fire service finds in accessing required training in the province. The recognized risks
to public safety, safety on the ground, and perceived inequities in training access
framed the scope of this study. It is not enough to recognize what barriers; that
recognition must be matched with the ability to respond.
Research is conducted in order to gain knowledge and understanding, and that
knowledge can be applied toward improved outcomes. This project is about
ensuring fire protection services can deliver and maintain adequate and required
training for each BC firefighter to ensure an appropriate trained response to any
emergency, from the minor to the most catastrophic, while remaining safe on the
fire ground.
This project started with the hypothesis that there are significant gaps in the
training levels of the BC firefighter population that may be due to barriers of
access. The major factors appear to be disparity of access and membership in BC
fire departments; inconsistent regional and provincial support; and the culture of
departments with full-time firefighter, departments with mixed career firefighters
and volunteers, and departments with only volunteers. This study was designed to
evaluate and validate to what extent that gap exists and to offer empirically based
recommendations to Emergency Management BC.
In an effort to assess the appetite of participants for this study, follow-up contacts
were conducted randomly by the FSTAR team to determine if there was any
resistance to completing the survey and if so why. The low response rate from the
rank and file appeared to be relating more to a lack of knowing the survey was out
there rather than an unwillingness to participate. The lack of firefighter rank-andfile participation has also been noted in previous studies (Kinney & Malm, 2002)
and warrants a review of distribution methods in any future work. Although the
FSTAR team recognized that many chiefs and training officers felt they would be the
best respondents, it was hoped that by distributing the individual survey and
commissioner‘s invitation to a public meeting via all the BC firefighter professional
and government associations, that this would result in more of the rank and file
recognizing that they, as individuals, had this opportunity to offer their
perspectives.
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Action Research
The FSTAR team used an action research model to conduct this review.
Community-based action research works on the assumption . . . that
all stakeholders—those whose lives are affected by the problem under
study—should be engaged in the processes of investigation.
Stakeholders participate in a process of rigorous inquiry, acquiring
information (collecting data) and reflecting on that information
(analyzing) to transform their understanding about the nature of the
problem under investigation (theorizing). This new set of
understandings is then applied to plans for resolution of the problem
(action), which, in turn, provides the context for testing hypotheses
derived from group theorising (evaluation). (Stringer, 1999, p. 10)
Action research is defined ―as a collection of problem-solving cycles for improving
organizations. This term ‗action‘ capture[s] the notion of a disciplined inquiry in the
context of focusing efforts to improve the quality of an organization and its
performance‖ (Taylor, 2002, p.7). Coghlan (2005) said the action research cycles
are planning, putting the plans into action, and evaluating the actions, which leads
to further planning. One important distinction between action research and other
models of research is that the data come from the very people who will benefit from
the outcome.
The limitations of this study are that the study was restricted to participant
practitioners within the BC fire service and fire service stakeholders. Individuals
from all areas of the province participated, representing many roles and all areas
within the fire service. The subject being researched is of a very specific and
complex nature. To gather valid data, the FSTAR team had to be comprised of an
independent researcher and a subject expert professional and the participants had
to be fire response practitioners and stakeholders. The participants were those who
provided voluntary responses.
Leedy and Ormrod (2005) reminded us that every study needs to address threats
to its validity and reliability, because this is what influences the extent of the
learning. In keeping with this principle, an action research model meets the
academic standards required to provide epistemological and ontological validity to
this study. Taylor (2002) spoke about two integral criteria in action research:
―Anyone in a workplace organization can begin the action research process, but to
be successful, that person must be personally interested in some aspect of the
organizational process and taking action to improve the situation‖ (p. 9). The fire
commissioner and FSTAR team had that professional and personal responsibility
and commitment in this study.
The study was designed to have participants identify their current levels of
firefighter training and their experience in accessing it. With that information, the
FSTAR team could evaluate the capacity within the provincial fire service. The
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research tools allowed for some free comment once participants became engaged in
the debate, and the data analysis provides for future focus in provincial
preparedness planning.
In the context of action research, a problem is an identified need, not necessarily
something that is wrong. This problem or need cannot be successfully studied
unless it is of importance to the researcher and of significance to the workplace,
which was the case in this study. The goal of the action researcher is to summarize
the various perspectives that define the problem and take action to improve
practice (Taylor, 2002).

Quantitative and Qualitative Methods
Because this study was framed in an overall action research methodology, the
FSTAR team chose to use a qualitative and quantitative research design to gather
valid and comparable data. Quantitative research is grounded in experimental or
descriptive methods and qualitative research is grounded in observation and
participation. Both types of research have relevance. ―Experimental research, for
good reason, has developed certain principles to guide its conduct. These principles
are appropriate for certain types of research, but they can actually inhibit effective
change. Action research has had to develop a different set of principles‖ (Dick,
2000, p. 1).
What is the difference between qualitative and quantitative research? Quantitative
research produces data that can easily be converted into numbers or
measurements. Qualitative research allows for observational and subjective opinion
to be analysed into themes and categorizations that can be classified for consistent
measurement. For this study FSTAR followed a descriptive model. Hopkins (2000)
explained that descriptive studies can also be referred to as observational and they
report on one subject.
The historical scientific opinion is that quantitative research produces objective and
statistical data and that it is the only sound and defensible method of research.
Qualitative data have been criticized as not being defendable or measured
accurately enough to be replicated (O‘Brien, 2001). Qualitative data are often
criticized and explained as being anecdotal and based on personal impressions and
lacking in scientific rigor, and as such strongly subject to researcher bias and not
replicable (Mays & Pope, 1995). However, Dick (1999) defined rigorous action
research as being participative, qualitative, action oriented, and emergent. It allows
understanding to grow so action is based on information and yields improved
practice within an organization. Action research findings and conclusions can be
applied to the development of useful models and predictability in organizational
change.
The FSTAR team determined that for this study it was necessary for the
researchers, the sponsor, and the participants to have a practitioner‘s knowledge of
fire service response and the required and regulated training. To provide a
statistical and objective balance to the study, a quantitative method in the form of
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a survey was used. A qualitative method was also used; 13 public meetings were
held throughout the five zones of the province and comments were recorded and
transcribed for content analysis.
To establish rigor in this study, the FSTAR team used limited range answers
whenever possible in the survey to achieve a more unequivocal summary and
analysis of results. The survey questions were kept to a minimum to maximize the
response rate. To keep the survey as concise as possible required establishing and
defining the need for each survey question to avoid the gathering of any extraneous
information, which, although of interest, would not be relevant to the research
(Frary, 1996).
Qualitative researchers gather non-numerical data. They gather data that are
observed or based on epistemological beliefs or practices of subject experts.
Qualitative researchers collect verbal and experiential data rather than
measurements. Qualitative research produces analysis that is interpretative,
subjective, or perceived. Figures and graphs are aids often used in qualitative
analysis, whereas tables of numbers, measurements, and statistics can illustrate
quantitative analysis (Experiment Resources.com, 2009).
While research practices diverge, there is considerable pressure for
convergence at this present time. Externally, there is increased
demand for research to inform policy and for practical rather than
scientific research, again a trend that may work against specialization
in either qualitative or quantitative research. (Brannen, 2005, p. 174)
Using both quantitative and qualitative research produces more meaningful
outcomes to improve policy and practice. As an example of how using both types of
research provided a more relevant result for the FSTAR, the qualitative research
showed that the firefighters outside of the Lower Mainland felt regionally penalized
in their access to training. The quantitative results showed that the majority of noncareer fire departments have personnel who have not met the required standard of
training due to a lack of resources to meet that standard.

Rigour
The research design was constructed to meet recognized academic standards. Mays
and Pope (1995) contended that to ensure rigour in quantitative and qualitative
research, a ―systematic and self conscious research design, data collection,
interpretation, and communication‖ needs to be the basic strategy. Once collected,
the FSTAR data were collated and analyzed according to a structured system of
organization, classification, and synthesis (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005). With a focus on
the research question, the FSTAR team was able to pull relevant and valid findings
and discard extraneous and irrelevant data.
Rigour in this study was ensured in the account of the methods used and the raw
data, which is what other researchers would require to replicate the study.
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Replication is the measure of scientific rigour and validity and transparency of the
research methodology.
Qualitative research has been held to scrutiny in this regard. Mays and Pope (1995)
stated that if researchers neglect to give adequate descriptions of assumptions and
methods, particularly in the analysis, this lends support to criticisms of researcher
bias. Dick (1999) defined rigour in action research through outcomes that yield
useful models and predictability within an organization seeking best outcomes.

Data Analysis
What separates this type of research [action research] from general
professional practices, consulting, or daily problem-solving is the
emphasis on scientific study, which is to say the researcher studies the
problem systematically and ensures the intervention is informed by
theoretical considerations. Much of the researcher‘s time is spent on
refining the methodological tools to suit the exigencies of the situation,
and on collecting, analyzing, and presenting data on an ongoing,
cyclical basis.
Several attributes separate action research from other types of
research. Primary is its focus on turning the people involved into
researchers, too—people learn best, and more willingly apply what
they have learned, when they do it themselves. It also has a social
dimension—the research takes place in real-world situations, and aims
to solve real problems. Finally, the researcher, unlike in other
disciplines, makes no attempt to remain objective, but openly
acknowledges their bias to the other participants. (O‘Brien, 2001, p. 1)
Data analysis starts with organizing or categorizing data, synthesizing data, and
interpreting data, so that conclusions are drawn in such a way that the information
collected is as reported and the analysis adheres to accepted principles and
standards.
Creswell‘s (as cited in Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) data analysis spiral follows a process
of organizing data. The data should first be organized into representative units that
can be applied to both qualitative and quantitative collection. For example, data on
the infrastructure, supply unit, and training mechanism required to provide
firefighter training to all in BC who need it were collected through the quantitative
participant responses. Data on the perceived levels of success in the current
delivery of training and preferred means of training by those who will receive it
were gathered through the qualitative participant responses.
Secondly, the data should be reviewed more than once in order to develop an
overall view of the whole. Thirdly, any themes and categorizations should be
assessed and systematically classified. Following that, data should be synthesized
with any relationships or indications of propositions in the data described (Leedy &
Ormrod, 2005).
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The qualitative data from the public meetings and the survey comments were
assessed for themes and patterns and analysed using content analysis precept. Any
identified themes and consistent language were highlighted and grouped in
categorical units. This was done more than once to ensure that the analysis team
had fully and consistently understood the participant responses and their meaning.
The FSTAR team make-up of a subject matter expert and independent analyst
reduced the likelihood of misunderstanding the data.
Following this initial organization, the classification units and themes were reviewed
as a whole to see where and if any patterns formed. If a pattern within more than
one theme emerged, those patterns were looked at in more depth to see if there
was any category, theme, or indication that needed to stand alone in a separate
category. The FSTAR team members constantly cautioned themselves to keep the
findings relevant to the research question.
Using Creswell‘s (as cited in Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) spiral, first the responses were
organized into themes and categories, and then perused to get an overall sense of
them. The data were then classified by units, themes, and categories, with
preliminary inferences from the data considered. The synthesis of the data offered
hypotheses or propositions. Following this spiral of analysis the findings were
summarized and reported.

Researcher Bias
There was no anticipated conflict of interest in this research. At the start of the
research project it was identified that an independent review was needed, and the
team included a senior subject matter expert to clarify and keep true the intent of
the information received. The independent reviewer had no supervisory role or
possible influence with any participating agency or individual, but possessed
expertise and proven experience with reporting unbiased findings in a defendable
format.
This study provides a high level of information and empirical assessment of the
current challenges and barriers experienced by firefighters in their efforts to meet
the required level of training in BC.

Chapter Summary
This chapter has described in depth the research process, methodology, facilitation,
and analysis involved in this research project. It has described the principles of
action research as it pertains to the research question.
A discussion followed of how and why the required action research was
implemented and unfolded in the formats of quantitative and qualitative data
collection. A comprehensive description explained the manner of the study and how
the FSTAR reached relevant findings and conclusions, which allows for any future
opportunity for study replication.
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The chapter has discussed the FSTAR team‘s obligations to meet any challenge to
the validity, reliability, and rigor of the study to ensure that the findings will be
accepted by firefighters, stakeholders, and the different levels of government within
BC.
As a general rule of thumb, content analyses are very systematic and
measures are taken to keep the process as objective as possible. . . .
In some situations, appropriate statistical analyses are performed on
the frequencies or percentages obtained to determine whether
significant differences exist relevant to the research question. The
researcher then uses such tabulations and statistical analyses to
interpret the data as they reflect on the problem under investigation.
(Leedy & Ormrod, 2005, p. 156)

Figure 10. BC Interior fire service training exercise
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Chapter 3: Findings and Conclusions
FSTAR Zone 5 chief survey comment
Career and volunteer firefighters must be
forced to share classroom space. Do not allow
for this [segregation] attitude to continue. It
causes classes to be cancelled due to two
courses for the same subject being scheduled.
. . . Both [are] cancelled due to low
enrolment. Do not allow the JIBC course to be
cancelled due to low numbers. Rural BC is less
populated than the Lower Mainland so it’s
obvious that there will be challenges trying to
get enough people in one spot at the same
time. It does not mean the training is any less
critical. Volunteer time and availability must
be viewed as a critical resource. Training must
be in bite size chunks attainable and relevant.
Qualified instructors need to be available
consistently around the province. It is a waste
of a volunteer’s critical time to use two days
for travel.
The exact number of fire departments in BC is not known, because there is no
regulatory requirement for fire departments to be centrally registered. In the FSLG
report, it is noted that there are approximately 460 fire departments: ―There are
352 community based departments and 108 First Nations, industrial and airport fire
services‖ (p. 1).
However, for its analysis, the FSTAR team used a list on the Office of the Fire
Commissioner Government website, produced on April 23, 2010, which reports
there are 397 departments.
The FSTAR research question is, ―How can BC provide equal and germane access to
training so all BC firefighters can attain the required training standard?‖
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FSTAR Zone 5 chief survey comment
Training facilities is another item. Small
departments can’t afford to travel great distances
and we have had a very difficult time getting
institutes to partner with our facility to offer
courses here in the interior. If we pay up front
then they will bring the course, but we take on a
huge risk of not getting enough registrants to
cover the costs.
To orient the reader to the study findings, the initial tables will illustrate the
demographics of the respondents in this study. Following this will be the study
findings and conclusions. Data analysis will be supported and illustrated throughout
the report with one of the most important aspects of this review—the actual words
of the fire service personnel and stakeholders.

Participant Demographics
Information on participant roles and regions provided a picture of the demographics
and distribution of volunteer versus paid firefighters. The most densely populated
areas of the province showed the highest number of paid fire departments.
Table 4. Number of individual respondents by zone and department type.
Department
Type
Career/paid
Composite
Volunteer
Total

1

2

Zone
3

4

5

7
40
47
94

14
34
5
53

1
19
17
37

4
37
72
113

3
17
112
132

Unspecified
Zone
3
21
35
59

Total
32
168
288
488

Table 5. Percentage of individual survey respondents by zone and department type.
Department
Type
Career/paid
Composite
Volunteer
Total

1

2

Zone
3

4

5

1.4
8.2
9.6
19.3

2.9
7.0
1.0
10.9

0.2
3.9
3.5
7.6

0.8
7.6
14.8
23.2

0.6
3.5
23.0
27.0

Unspecified
Zone
0.6
4.3
7.2
12.1

Total
6.6%
34.4%
59%
100.0
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Even though the FSTAR team designed the study to include all members of the fire
service at all levels, as well as local authorities and stakeholders, the data suggests
that the request did not reach all the intended participants.
The Fire Chiefs received a survey one month ahead of the general survey
distribution to all members and stakeholders. Chiefs from 65 (16.4%) departments
participated and responded to the survey. Those departments represented 2,813
firefighters of which 1,824 volunteers and 919 paid career firefighters. The entry
was not completed whether the members were volunteer or career for the
remaining 70 firefighters.
Table 6. Number of departments and responses from chiefs by zone
Zone

Number of
departments
Number of
responses

1

2

3

4

5

111

56

53

100

77

18

8

10

17

17

Unidentified

Total
397

2

65

FSTAR Zone 3 chief survey comment
Very few courses are offered outside of the Lower
Mainland. Most of our training budget is used to
cover travel costs. We could do a great deal more
training every year if more courses were offered
in our area.

Study Findings
After a systematic analysis of the quantitative and qualitative data gathered
through the surveys and the public meetings, five key findings emerged:
Current levels of firefighter training — Firefighters in many regions of BC
and the public they serve may exposed to a higher level of risk because training
is difficult to access, due to funding shortages, location of training institutes, or
both.
This finding identifies an opportunity for the Fire Commissioner to recommend
steps to remediate this problem and to create an equitable and achievable
means of delivering the mandated firefighter training throughout the province
and in particular to prioritize training for volunteer departments and areas
outside of the Lower Mainland.
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Leadership and the current role of the Office of the Fire Commissioner —
The thousands of fire service personnel represented in this study emphasized a
need for the Office of the Fire Commissioner to be restored as a more functional
and well-resourced authority, to enable sustained training and service delivery
and provincial fire service support with an immediate focus to support volunteer
firefighter training needs.
Current role of the Justice Institute Fire Academy — This institution needs
to refocus delivery practice to areas outside of the Lower Mainland to meet the
training needs of the majority of BC firefighters. The considerable cost increases
of courses provided by the JI, including the instructor travel costs required when
they conduct training outside the Lower Mainland, when compared to other
certified training institutions in BC, Canada, and the US, is a significant barrier.
This has created an uneven playing field in many regions of the province.
It is further identified that the academic programming added by the JIBC to the
NFPA‘s requirements for the Fire Officer Program has essentially doubled the
cost and time of the training and in doing so has made it less accessible to the
fire service. It would appear that the small number of BC Fire Service Personnel
enrolled in the degree program does not support the additional costs of the Fire
Officer Program for other participants who are not in the degree stream. This
may warrant further review.
Funding shortfalls — Local authorities must find a way to provide adequate
funding to ensure that area firefighters are trained to the required standard.
They must apply creative leadership in areas such as developing public–private
cost sharing with support from and collaboration with the Provincial Government
and the Office of the Fire Commissioner. Reinstating and using a portion of the
4.4% Insurance Premium Tax was identified many times by firefighters in all
regions of the province as a possible source of appropriate training funding.
Provincial training standards and regional needs — the data illustrates the
need to modify the current required standard of training so that it meets the
local and regional needs of Fire Departments in BC. Regional needs vary
significantly throughout the province. For example, consideration should be
given to modulating the syllabus and training to meet the specific community
infrastructure and climate limitations. One size does not fit all. The Office of the
Fire Commissioner would verify what modules would be required for a specific
area and certify training to that module level as an accepted but restricted area
standard; an example raised many times during FSTAR was that NFPA 1001
standards require training in the use of hydrants, but many rural BC
communities do not have hydrants.

Finding 1: Current Levels of Firefighter Training
In the public meetings, discussions were repeatedly heard about the difficulty that
departments encounter in trying to meet the required NFPA 1001 FF II standard,
particularly within volunteer departments and those departments outside the Lower
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Mainland. Table 7 provides a snapshot of the current level of training around BC by
zone and training level attained.
Table 7. Chiefs’ survey reporting of certified training levels held in their departments
Training levels by
department

Zone
1
8
77

2
4
318

3
8
235

4
7
77

5
8
46

Total
35
753

11

79.5

33.6

11

6.6

23.5

9
117

5
439

6
36

8
193

10
44

38
829

19.5

87.8

7.2

24.1

4.4

24.4

Departments with NFPA FF II

9

6

6

7

8

36

Total number of firefighters
with NFPA FF II
Average number of
firefighters with NFPA II

183

438

43

67

62

793

20.3

73

7.2

9.6

8.9

22.7

9
33

6
124

4
10

5
25

6
17

30
209

3.7

20.7

2.5

5

4.3

7.5

5
12

3
74

3
7

5
17

5
6

21
116

2.4

18.5

2.3

3.4

1.5

5.5

2
5

2
56

0
0

1
1

6
4

11
66

2.5

18.7

0

1

1

6.6

3

0

0

0

4

7

Departments with Basic
Total number of firefighters
with Basic
Average number of
firefighters with Basic
Departments with Firefighter I
Total number of firefighters
with Firefighter I
Average number of
firefighters with Firefighter I

Departments with FO I
Total number of firefighters
with FO I
Average number of
firefighters with FO I
Departments with FO II
Total number of firefighters
with FO II
Average number of
firefighters with FO II
Departments with FO III
Total number of firefighters
with FO III
Average number of
firefighters with FO III
Departments with no certified
Training

Table 7 shows key information provided by Chiefs that 36 of the 65 participant
departments have members with NFPA 1001 FF 11 training, and that 793
firefighters in those 36 departments have achieved FF II. Also approximately 70%
of all Fire Officer 1, 2, 3 certifications reported in this study are accomplished by
Lower Mainland Fire Departments.
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FSTAR Zone 5 chief survey comment
BC should adopt a base line common training
package that is accessible to rural fire
departments as well as paid and larger city
departments. NFPA 1001 is not practical given
the amount of time it takes to train and maintain
volunteers at that level. City fire departments
require 1001 level 1 & 2 as a prerequisite [to
hire], then retrain recruits as rookies, probies etc.
. . . If a department wishes to exceed
requirements fine. (Paid firefighters have more
time to train.) As a volunteer with the [name], I
must train a minimum of 60 hours per year to
remain active. On top of that is the extra training
courses offered and that is usually another few
full weekends. Add to that weekly maintenance
of the trucks and equipment and the 100 or so
calls a year, and that's a lot of free time. I joined
the fire service to help my neighbours and take
safety and training seriously, but training
agencies vying to make cash off more and more
certifications is a joke. I like the FR#3 setup
because it’s offered without cost to departments
and training is done in house. A similar model for
fire training to ensure consistency around the
province and country for that matter is a good
idea but should be adaptable to the community it
serves. A small rural department doesn't need to
be trained on the aerial apparatus if it has one
small engine and tender. The NFPA 1001 is great
but has a lot of info a small-town firefighter has
no benefit learning. BC Basic FF makes sense.
Finding Number 1 identifies an opportunity for the Fire Commissioner to
recommend steps to remediate this chronic access to training problem and to
create an equitable and achievable means of delivering the mandated firefighter
training throughout the province and in particular to prioritize training for
Volunteer Fire Departments and the areas outside of the Lower Mainland.
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FSTAR Zone 4 public meeting transcript
Retention of volunteers was another huge concern of mine. I know I
lost a lot of members because in order for them to become certified
they had to go through this dog and pony show [with] the books and
the testing. And I have guys who quit school at 16 years old. They're
excellent firefighters. I would put them on a front line with any
career people. They're so talented. They understand ICS [Incident
Command System], they understand their role, and they know their
role, but, you know what? The minute you give them a test they
absolutely wet themselves, and they quit. They just say, “You know
what, I can't do this.” It's very difficult nowadays to get people to
volunteer to do anything, much less pack a growth on their side 24/7
and take their life in their hands to rescue somebody else. So why
would we make it intrusive for those people to do that? . . . What's
the rate of retention these days? We're losing big time, right. We've
got all kind of departments that are not up to their [full strength].
Some fire departments [are] lucky if they don't turn [over] their full
departments in two years.

Finding 2: Leadership and the Current Role of the OFC
The thousands of fire service personnel represented in this study emphasized a
need for the Office of the Fire Commissioner to be restored as a more functional
and well-resourced authority to enable sustained training and service delivery and
provincial support to all fire service response facilities and personnel, with an
immediate focus on the critical need of safety within the volunteer section of the BC
Fire Service.

FSTAR Zone 5 chief survey comment
The fire commissioner has to be the lead agency; someone
has to be responsible to ensure smaller departments are
adequately prepared. Local governments too often ignore the
standards or provide adequate funding.
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Table 8. Individual survey respondents’ type of certification attained (%)

Department
type
Career

Composite

Volunteer

Total IFSAC
Total ProBoard
Total Other

Certification

1

2

IFSAC
ProBoard
Other
IFSAC
ProBoard
Other
IFSAC
ProBoard
Other

85.7
28.6
28.6
80.0
40.0
20.0
23.4
36.2
19.1
52.1
37.2
20.2

50.0
28.6
21.4
76.5
35.3
26.5
20.0
40.0
20.0
64.2
34.0
24.5

Zone
3
100.0
0.0
0.0
57.9
36.8
26.3
5.9
41.2
29.4
35.1
37.8
27.0

4
25.0
0.0
50.0
45.9
62.2
21.6
16.7
20.8
34.7
26.5
33.6
31.0

5
100.0
0.0
33.3
70.6
47.1
23.5
9.8
8.0
32.1
19.7
12.9
31.1

Table 8 illustrates the difference in certification for different regions.
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Figure 11. BC Interior in house training exercise

FSTAR Zone 2 public meeting transcript
FSTAR team member: Another question that has
been discussed [in the public meetings] is
accreditation versus certification. Who should hold
the accreditation? Should it be the training
institute or should it be the Office of the Fire
Commissioner or should it be a third-party
independent group that actually holds the
certification? Just to give you a bit of background,
we have looked at a couple of models. One is in
Washington state, where the state Fire Marshall's
Office does hold the certification for all firefighters.
What they allow is much like the edu-kit system
used to be. They allow the training instructors [to
travel] back and forth. Once they're certified by the
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state they can teach to the required standard.
Participant: Why not do something with ProBoard?
Or we go to the JI and do something. . . . We get
someone certified to come in to do something in
between. Electrical safety may be a very good
example where a contractor could probably do that
a hell of a lot better than anybody else based on
experience. And that kind of model where we could
plug in and pull those certifications from different
places, if that was accepted by a third party or a
common body like the Fire Commissioner's Office, I
think there's huge benefits [to it[.
Many comments were made that related to the loss of the insurance premium that
the Government of BC introduced early in the 20th century to offset the recognized
high cost of maintaining an adequately trained BC fire protection service with 80%
volunteer firefighters.

FSTAR Zone 5 public meeting transcript
The Office of the Fire Commissioner [needs to be] funded the way it used to
be funded and get back to the way we used to do business, where you
[could] pick the phone up [get] somebody, and somebody came up and did
an evaluation on your fire department. . . . The funding for the Fire
Commissioner's Office has gone south and it needs to be re-established. If
she [the fire commissioner] doesn't have the funding to support the fire
departments in the province, we're not going anywhere. I had a fire [and]
they [Office of the Fire Commissioner] were too busy. I had an inspector
from the Campbell River Fire Department come up to help me because the
Fire Commissioner's Office didn't have anybody to come and help me.
Luckily I've got a neighbour that's got qualified people to come and assist
me in doing the fire investigation. But again they [Office of the Fire
Commissioner] don't have the staff; they do not have the funding to do the
job properly in this province. Am I correct?

FSTAR Zone 3 Public Meeting transcript
There are variations [in departments]. We're very similar, our departments,
but there isn't really an industry standard. I think that's part of maybe
where the fire commissioner can step in and say, “Okay, this is what you
need if you're in a single hall, volunteer department that has 15 members,
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versus a composite department like ours that has seven fire halls and 150
members, versus [what] my chief calls the Big Smoke, with a thousand
members. I think that's what we need, some guidance on that as well, you
know, because it's different for every department.

FSTAR Zone 4 public meeting transcript
Bring the fire academy control back to Office of the Fire Commissioner to
standardize training across the province for Monday night training.
Training sessions are lost every stat. holiday. Allow better cooperation
between instructors in all areas to keep costs down. There needs [to be] a
more consistent standard set of levels.

FSTAR Zone 1 public meeting transcript
The fire commissioner establishes fire training standards in the province.
The current standard for a firefighter in the province is NFPA 1001,
Firefighter I, and Firefighter II. Obviously that's not met probably in 70 per
cent of the province at least, and part of this process here is to say, “Why
isn't it being met? Can we do something? Can we change the standard?
Make two standards? A case in point is New Brunswick, [which] has split
their standard.
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Figure 12. High angle rope rescue training

Finding 3: Policy and Practice of the Justice Institute Fire Academy
The JI Fire Academy needs to refocus delivery practice on areas outside of the
Lower Mainland to meet the training needs of the majority of BC Fire Departments.
The considerable cost increases of courses provided by the JI as compared to those
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of other certified training institutions is an issue. Instructor travel costs for training
outside the Lower Mainland creates an uneven playing field in different regions of
the province.
Table 9 shows an overwhelming (85%) agreement among the respondents that
reciprocal credits between fire training institutions are extremely important.
The FSTAR team heard many times that training had been interrupted as
firefighters had to repeat courses for the JI as the JI Fire Academy did not accept
other accreditations they held.
A respondent in a meeting held in the interior of BC stated that he had come from
Alberta with many years experience and accreditation; in order to practice in BC he
had to take some of the same training as he took in Alberta again, and one course
he had to take a third time to meet a prerequisite for the JI and as a result of a lost
student record at the JI; even though he maintained the curriculum for many of the
courses in Alberta and BC was the same.
Table 9. Importance of reciprocity to survey participants
Reciprocity?
No
Yes
No response
Reciprocity?
No
Yes
No response

1

2

Zone
3

8.5%
5.7%
0.0%
83.0%
90.6%
94.6%
8.5%
3.8%
5.4%
Department type
Career
Mixed
Volunteer
12.5%
4.8%
9.7%
75.0%
93.5%
81.3%
12.5%
1.8%
9.0%

4

5

12.4%
82.3%
5.3%

5.3%
86.4%
8.3%

Unspecified
Zone
13.6%
79.7%
6.8%

Note: In the survey comments section, 20.3% (14 of 69) of respondents explicitly mentioned the
JI did not recognize credits
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Table 10. Training institutes used by participants surveyed and money spent on training
Training institutes and
money spent there
Number using JI
Total money spent
Average money spent
Number using College
Rockies
Total money spent
Average money spent
Number using Van. Isl.
U.
Total money spent
Average money spent
Number using North Ok.
Total money spent
Average money spent
Number of other
institutes
Total money spent
Average money spent

Zone
Total

1
16
$167250
$10453
0

2
7
$135900
$19414
1

3
9
$72500
$8055
4

4
6
$10000
$1666
5

5
15
$32700
$2180
1
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$418350
$8353.60
11

$0
$0
5

$1600
$1600
0

$29500
$7375
0

$26200
$5240
0

N/A
N/A
0

$57300
$5209.09
5

$6550
$1310
0
$0
$0
8

$0
$0
0
$0
$0
4

$0
$0
2
$13300
$6650
7

$0
$0
1
$3000
$3000
4

$0
$0
0
$0
$0
6

$6550
$1310
3
$16300
$5433.33
29

$32900
$4112.5

$21000
$5250

$22000
$3142.857

$49017
12254.25

$18600
$3100

$143517
$4948.862

Table 10 illustrates the JI Fire Academy receives more of BC training dollars than
any other training institute. In the category of ‗other institutions‘ the training dollar
disbursement is fairly even. The FSTAR data shows Fire Departments utilize training
facilities as close to their location as possible, or that can better meet their financial
ability. This has meant that in some instances the training is conducted out of
province; which is contrary to the initial intent and creation of the Justice Institute
firefighter training program.
Table 11. Record keeping of participants’ training
Training records
Kept by department
and individual
Kept by department
Kept by individual
Other
None
No response
Total

Department type
Career
Composite Volunteer
34.4%
45.8%
46.2%
9.4%
46.9%
0.0%
0.0%
9.4%
100%

6.5%
42.9%
0.0%
0.0%
4.8%
100%

9.4%
36.8%
0.3%
1.4%
5.9%
100%

Overall
45.3%
8.4%
39.5%
0.2%
0.8%
5.7%
100%

Table 11 illustrates the record keeping of staff training within Fire Departments in
the Province. The data shows that in the group reporting, less than 50% of Fire
Departments or Individual Firefighters keep their training records.
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Finding 4: Funding Shortfalls
Local authorities must provide adequate training to firefighters under their
governance. In particular they must provide adequate funding and opportunity for
training by applying creative leadership in areas such as public–private cost sharing
and support with additional collaboration from the provincial government and the
Office of the Fire Commissioner. Firefighters in all regions of the province identified
the Insurance Premium Tax as the source of training funding dollars.6

FSTAR Zone 5 public meeting transcript
There was a time when we used to get 4 per cent of the fire insurance
premiums that were paid. It used to go to the Office of the Fire
Commissioner. It was used to develop and to help train people and [to
address the] issues that these people [participants] are bringing up. . .
. [The] example in 100 Mile House [live fire tower], is that it's an
expensive business to get people to come in and do the things that
need to be done. Again, the beauty of the train the trainer program
right now is that once we're done[the program] then you can do your
own [in house] training to get you up to that standard.

FSTAR Zone 1 public meeting transcript
The biggest problem that we have is that the funding that was
provided by the insurance companies has been transferred to the
general revenue. What I'm hearing right now is we've got economic
and monetary costs that are involved that should be directed back to
the way it [was]. Well, when I started in the fire service, the Office—
not the Office of the Fire Commissioner, but of the British Columbia
Fire Marshall—came around with a training team. They spent a lot of
time training individual fire departments. That's gone by the wayside.
We have the Justice Institute. There's no provincial funding to the
Justice Institute except for the class fees . . . which again affects
adversely their mechanism to train. So I'm saying that let’s get back to
the basics.
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Table 12. Funding sources of participants’ training, by zone and department type

Funding source
Local
authority/government
Fundraisers
Indian and Northern
Affairs Canada
Other
Funding Source
Local
authority/government
Fundraisers
Indian and Northern
Affairs Canada
Other

1

Zone
3

2

95.7%
7.4%

98.1%
3.8%

4

Unspecified

5

Total

97.3%
10.8%

91.2%
14.2%

97%
10.6%

93.2%
11.9%

95.1%
10.2%

0%
1.9%
0%
3.2%
11.3%
8.1%
Department type
Career
Mixed
Volunteer

2.7%
14.2%

0%
3.8%

0%
0%

0.8%
6.8%

Total

90.6%
0%

98.2%
4.8%

93.8%
14.6%

95.1%
10.2%

0%
12.5%

1.2%
5.4%

0.7%
6.9%

0.8%
6.8%

Table 12 illustrates the reliance on local authorities to provide the means (funding)
for community fire departments to access the required training.
Table 13. Whether or not participants’ jurisdictional fire service law prescribes a required
training standard, by department and zone
Department type
Career
Training standard is
prescribed
No training standard is
prescribed
No response
Composite
Training standard is
prescribed
No training standard is
prescribed
No response
Volunteer
Training standard is
prescribed
No training standard is
prescribed
No response

1

2

Zone
3

4

5

Unspecified
Zone

14.3%

21.4%

0.0%

50.0%

0.0%

66.7%

71.4%

50.0%

0.0%

25.0%

66.7%

33.3%

14.3%

28.6%

100.0%

25.0%

33.3%

0.0%

30.0%

35.3%

15.8%

27.0%

17.6%

52.4%

60.0%

61.8%

57.9%

59.5%

64.7%

28.6%

10.0%

2.9%

26.3%

13.5%

17.6%

19.0%

59.6%

0.0%

23.5%

45.8%

67.0%

60.0%

25.5%

80.0%

70.6%

51.4%

21.4%

14.3%

14.9%

20.0%

5.9%

2.8%

11.6%

25.7%

Table 13 illustrates local governments that have a bylaw prescribing a standard of
training that fire departments must meet.
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Finding 5: Provincial Training Standards and Regional Needs
The current mandated standard of training should be modified to meet
communities‘ needs, which can vary significantly throughout the province. For
example, the syllabus and training could be modulated to meet specific community
infrastructure and climate limitations. One size does not fit all. The Office of the Fire
Commissioner could verify what modules are required for a specific area and certify
training to that module level at an accepted but restricted standard.

FSTAR Zone 5 public meeting transcript
I think there's some unique things that happen here in the
north, some unique things that happen to rural fire
departments that don't happen in bigger municipal or
city fire departments, but there has to be one standard.
We can't have 50 standards. . . . One size doesn't always
fit all, but certainly with your help, and if we can strike
some kind of committee of rural fire departments—
because people want relevant training. They want
training that they can use, not, as has been mentioned,
to give a guy in Fort Fraser high-rise training. There's no
interest because there's no reason, It’s a very valid point
that a lot of the training that's available, and perhaps the
training being mandated right at this point by the OFC
[Office of the Fire Commissioner] is not relevant in many
areas and we're missing the ball in some other areas. So
this is -- this is a really good discussion.
FSTAR Zone 5 chief’s survey comment
The biggest challenge facing the northern community is training
from the JIBC. To schedule training for our department is
difficult due to the lack of cooperation from the JIBC. Northern
fire departments are last on the minds of the JIBC. For example,
a fire investigation course is offered in Prince George on a
weekend and we only receive notification a week prior to the
course. We cannot facilitate sending our members with such
ignorance of distance and accommodation availability. Another
example of poor cooperation occurred during our annual fire
training weekend, which we host in September. Two out of the
five courses were cancelled due to the inability of the JIBC to
schedule instructors for those courses. We had been planning
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and organizing this weekend for several months prior. We have
a short training envelope in the north due to seasonal
conditions. Then the remaining three classes, two of them had
instructors arrive late and unprepared, and one course was
ended early to accommodate the instructor flying home before
the other instructors.
The FSTAR process asked for each department‘s top three challenges or barriers in
achieving the required training for its firefighters (see Table 14), and to note those
challenges in order of importance. Respondents were given the following choices:
(a) inadequate funding, (b) members‘ available time, (c) training course
availability, (d) travel time/cost/backfill, (e) training course cost, (f) course
scheduling difficulties, (g) staff motivation, (h) lack of trainer/instructor availability,
and (i) length of courses.

Fire Chief Responses
Zone 1: From 111 departments, 18 chiefs (16.2%) responded. Ten reported
members‘ available time was the biggest challenge and three listed the cost of
training courses as their biggest challenge. The majority of chiefs also found that
travel time /cost/backfill, cost of training, and course scheduling difficulties were
secondary challenges. The third most significant challenge for the majority of chiefs
was staff motivation.
Zone 2: From 56 departments with a majority of paid/career firefighters, eight
chiefs (1.4%) responded. The chiefs reported their biggest challenge was members‘
available time, second was travel time/cost/backfill and course scheduling
difficulties, and third was training course availability and costs.
Zone 3: From 53 departments, 10 chiefs (18.9%) responded. The most important
challenge reported for this zone was staff motivation and members‘ available time.
The second and third most important challenges reported included travel
time/cost/backfill, training course availability, cost, and instructor availability.
Zone 4: From 100 departments, 17 chiefs (17%) responded. The most important
challenge for these departments was inadequate funding and their members‘
available time. The third most important challenge was clearly training course
availability, and it was indicated that departments had course scheduling difficulties
with the JI.
Zone 5: From 77 departments, 17 chiefs (22.1%) responded. Inadequate funding
was the biggest challenge to training access in this zone. Next were members‘ time
and course scheduling difficulties, with course availability and travel
time/cost/backfill equally noted.
The majority of responding Fire Chiefs felt that the biggest challenge or barrier to
accessing training for their department staff was their firefighter‘s available time.
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The second and third most important challenges and barriers were training course
availability and travel time/cost/backfill impacts.

Individual Responses
The individual survey garnered 488 participant responses. The same question was
asked of individual fire service personnel regarding challenges and barriers to
accessing the required training and produced very similar results to the chiefs‘
response.
Table 14. Individual survey response rate
Department
type
Career

Zone
1

2

3

4

5

Unspecified

Total

7

14

1

4

3

3

32

Composite

40

34

19

37

17

21

168

Volunteer

47

5

17

72

112

35

288

Total

94

53

37

113

132

59

488

Zone 1: From 111 known departments in Zone 1, 94 participant responses were
received. Of those 94 responses, 31 (33%) indicated the leading barrier was
members‘ available time; the second in ranking was the lack of funding and the
third was travel time and cost.
Zone 2: From among 61 known departments in Zone 2, 53 participant responses
were received. From this group, 47% of participants responded that inadequate
funding was the leading barrier to accessing training, with training course
availability and cost the second greatest barriers and members‘ available time the
third.
Zone 3: From among 58 known departments in Zone 3, 37 participant responses
were received. Of the 37 respondents, 13 (35%) said members‘ available time was
the leading challenge, with inadequate funding as the second and course availability
and cost as the third.
Zone 4: From among 101 departments in Zone 4, 113 participant responses were
received. Of the 113 respondents, 32% recorded inadequate funding as the leading
challenge, with members‘ available time a close second (28%) and training course
availability the third.
Zone 5: From among 66 known departments in Zone 5, 132 participant responses
were received. Of the 132 respondents, 47% recorded members‘ available time as
the leading barrier to accessing training, with inadequate funding (19%) as the
second, and course scheduling, availability, and travel time and cost the third.
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Table 15. Significant barriers to accessing training indicated by individual survey
respondents
Zone
Challenge
Available time
Course scheduling
Inadequate funding

1

2

3

5

Unspecified

9

13

32

62

19

166

6

1

4

5

8

4

28

23

25

6

36

25

16

131

1

4

3

1

9

1

3

1

1

1

1

Staff motivation
Reciprocity
Training course
availability

Total

31

Lack of
trainer/instructor
Length of course

4

1

1

10

6

4

12

8

6

46

Travel time/cost

7

6

3

9

9

3

37

Wage loss

5

2

1

5

6

4

23

No response

11

3

4

10

11

4

43

Total survey
responses

94

53

37

113

132

59

488

The differences between the needs of volunteer and career firefighters throughout
the province and the needs of departments in regions outside of the Lower
Mainland appear to be significant and consistent over time.
Travel time away from work and the community (and families), course costs, and
members‘ available time to meet these requirements remain the most consistent
barriers throughout the province, with members of volunteer departments feeling
that constraint the most. It is very clear that there is an added perception that the
training is located and focused in the lower mainland at the detriment of
departments in other areas of the Province.
Additionally there is a perception that the current regulated training requirements
are too much to expect from some area volunteer departments without providing
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them with additional financial support and also that not all the required training is
relevant to all BC community needs.
These data indicate that time required to achieve the regulated level of NFPA FF II
training is often longer than the time a volunteer firefighter remains within a rural
fire department. Many department members estimated that it can take a volunteer
firefighter five years to reach the currently required NFPA FF I/FF II standard, and
with recruitment and retention remaining a constant challenge, completion is
difficult in their experience.
Table 16. Participant training by zone and department type
Zone
Training

1

2

3

4

5

Unspecified

Total

BC Basic FF

38.3%

30.2%

54.1%

51.3%

48.5%

57.6%

46.7%

NFPA I001 FF1

40.4%

49.1%

48.6%

37.2%

27.3%

45.8%

38.3%

NFPA I00I FF 2

52.1%

71.7%

51.4%

38.1%

18.9%

47.5%

41.4%

Other

27.7%

54.7%

35.1%

37.2%

39.4%

30.5%

36.9%

Department type
Career

Mixed

Volunteer

Total

BC Basic FF2

28.1%

35.7%

55.2%

46.7%

NFPA I

34.4%

54.2%

29.5%

38.3%

NFPA II

34.4%

69.0%

26.0%

41.4%

Other

50.0%

43.5%

31.6%

36.9%

Note; The data collected in Table 16 were sometimes reported twice and therefore
the accumulative total percentages exceed 100%. (i.e. if a firefighter had NFPA FF2
they may also have reported they had achieved NFPA FF 1)

FSTAR Zone 2 survey comment
I was raised in a small town where my father was chief. I am now in a big
department that is well funded. The big city guys have no idea how the
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smaller departments struggle with manpower, equipment, and funds.
These small town fire departments need all the help. We as a fire service
and especially us larger departments need to adopt a hall and start
assisting [them] in [meeting] their needs, be it in training, funds, or
equipment. They need access to a live fire burn building. A small
department with limited manpower and funds cannot send personnel out
of town. The standards for the fire service are fine in our hall but are not
attainable in smaller halls. Volunteers are getting frustrated with the
continuous training yet it never seems to be enough. It appears to be all
about liability. Although we have members with level 2 training they still
can’t hit a hydrant properly. But on paper they are qualified. Pushing
people through just to meet standards is not the answer. I find the post9/11 firefighter is getting involved for all the wrong reasons. They have
no sense of duty or service. I wish the next generation the best of luck.

Table 17. Participants’ interest in and use of online training, by zone
Zone
Training delivery

1

2

3

4

5

Unspecified
Zone

Interested in online
training

86.2%

88.7%

89.2%

73.5%

71.2%

88.1%

Currently use online
training

59.6%

81.1%

62.2%

41.6%

32.6%

45.8%

Department provides
online training

58.5%

86.8%

75.7%

44.2%

42.4%

61.0%

Department has
access to online
training

52.1%

83.0%

54.1%

38.9%

24.2%

39.0%

FSTAR Zone 1 public meeting transcript
From a small volunteer isolated department, which is
what we are, right? If you go back to the previous
statements about recruitment and retention, the issue
comes down to, if we're recruiting people and we're
making them go through ten years of training, how do we
ever get them through it? And the reality is to recruit
people you need to get them a pager as quick as you can.
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Once you get them that pager, then you need to make
sure they're safe in whatever they're doing. And then you
can develop their training. So long as it's cumulative and
they don't have to go back and start over again, you can
retain them.
As soon as you make them do it again, like we did with
the BC fire service training standard and the . . . nonaccredited training, guess what? It's really not that viable,
because we're not using that anymore, so now those
volunteers that went through ten years of training based
on that volunteer firefighter standard are basically being
told that not accredited so we don't recognize it anymore.
So that makes them go away really fast when that
happens.

FSTAR Zone 1 public meeting transcript
The institution delivering the training [made the rules]. The
JIBC made those rules because the JI's the one that's
delivering it. We've tried to reach out to the JI to make this
point to them and so far we're not there yet. But I think
there's some help that we could get from the OFC [Office of
the Fire Commissioner] to make this message loud and clear
that when you're a small department, it's hard enough to
deliver your own training, but it's compounded when you go
to work with an institution that is not giving you the rules
and is changing the rules as you move along. When they say
to you, for example, I'm an instructor/evaluator so when it
comes to Module 8 of this program, which, by the way, in
case you forget... Module 8 is live fire. Okay. And the Justice
Institute says, –“You guys can't evaluate your own live fire.”
Why? “Because.” Well, what do I do then? “Well, you have to
hire our trainers to do that or you have to get a regional
evaluator.” Oh, okay, I go for the regional evaluator. “We
don't have any.” Oh. What do I have to do to make my guys a
regional evaluator? [JI says] “I don't know.”
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Figure 3. Office of the Fire Commissioner conducting training with BC fire Department
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Chapter 4: Summary
FSTAR Zone 5 public meeting transcript
I'm from a volunteer fire department. The
opinions I'm about to express do not necessarily
reflect my volunteer fire department, even
though I'm wearing their garb tonight. First of all,
I want to say thank you very much for [FSTAR]
being here. I sincerely appreciate that. I think it's
great that somebody in Victoria is listening to us.
And the other thing is we pour our hearts out to
you about our problems so we trust that they're
going to be carried on [dealt with]
The FSTAR team has assembled the data, done the analysis, and reported the
findings. We have attempted to provide a comprehensive review of past and
present challenges faced by the Fire Service in BC as it works toward achieving an
equitable means of providing the regulated standard of training to BC firefighters as
it is mandated by the Province of BC. However, the work of the FSTAR team is
secondary to the words written and spoken by the people who deliver fire
protection to the people of British Columbia. Their words are the important part of
this document.
The men and women of the BC fire service respond whenever their communities
need emergency assistance and fire rescue services. For the many volunteer fire
department personnel this response in largely on their own time and at their own
expense. The more than 3,000 fire service personnel represented in this study want
improved equitable access to relevant training.
It has been our honor to act as a conduit in bringing the actual words of BC Fire
Service Personnel to the Fire and Emergency Management Commissioner and as
such to the Government of BC.
Additionally, the FSTAR team assured all those we met that this report would be
made available to them. It is as intended, an independent Fire Service Training
Access Review, and we hope it has provided a collective voice for all those who
participated. The next step is to find solutions to the issues in this report which
have been brought forward on behalf of the BC Fire Service.
Rob Owens Beth Larcombe
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Figure 14. Fire attack training

Figure 15. Hazardous material response training (HAZMAT)
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Appendix 1: FSTAR Meeting Locations
Date
March 3

Host
Ft St John

Address
Public Works Building 10220 CREE
ROAD
Fort St John

March 4

Williams Lake

3038 Pigeon Rd 150 Mile House, BC

March 5

Quesnel at 1200

Quesnel Fire Hall. 310 Kinchant St
Quesnel (not a scheduled meeting)

March 5

Prince George 1830

Regional District of Fraser-Fort George
Office Building
155 George Street, PG BC Second
floor Boardroom.

March 6

Terrace

EOC/Training Room, basement of City
Hall @ 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, BC

March 11

Comox

Comox Fire Rescue 1870 Noel Ave.
Comox

March 14

Langford

2625 Peatt Rd Victoria BC V9b 3T9

March 17

Cranbrook

1212 2nd St N and it's the Cranbrook
Public Library Annex room.

March 18

Nelson

Riley Room located at the Nelson Fire
Station 2nd floor at 919 Ward St
Nelson BC Ward street intersects with
Baker street which is the main street
in the down town core.

March 19

Chilliwack

Chilliwack Municipal Hall located at
8550 Young Rd. (intersection of Young
Rd. and Hocking Ave.) parking
entrance is off Hocking Ave.

March 24

Kamloops

910 McGill Road. Rooms A &
B Kamloops

March 25

Kelowna

Kelowna Fire Department Stn #1,
2255 Enterprise Way, Kelowna, BC,
V1Y 8B8.
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March 26

Surrey

Central Training Facility next to Surrey
Fire Hall 9 14920 64th Avenue, Surrey
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Appendix 2: Fire Chiefs’ Survey
This document is for Fire Chiefs only
BC Fire Chiefs: The Office of the Fire Commissioner has begun an initiative, the Fire Service
Training Access Review (FSTAR). This survey is the first step of the review. The OFC invites Fire Chiefs
within the Province of British Columbia to participate in this first step by providing comments on the
current fire fighter training system in the Province and insight into how your Department accesses the
training it seeks. This is an opportunity for you to offer input that can be considered in identifying issues
within the system and endeavouring to improve it. The Province is asking for your participation. Your
input is crucial to a successful outcome.
In the second step of FSTAR, the Office of the Fire Commissioner will be conducting a series of
meetings in 11 different communities in British Columbia to gather information on what is and what is not
working in relationship to accessing firefighter training. All affected and interested persons and agencies
will be invited to participate in this step of FSTAR.
The information gathered through this process will be presented in a report to the Fire
Commissioner. The information will be used to develop recommendations for consideration in improving
access to firefighter training in the Province of British Columbia. Stakeholders will have a role in this step
of FSTAR, as well. Recommendations will be shared with all participating fire departments and training
providers.
You may complete the following survey at your computer or print the form and complete by hand,
printing clearly using dark ink. If there is not enough room for your hand-written answers on the form
provided, please attach your answers on a separate piece of paper. If you are completing the survey
electronically, the fields are expandable.
Mail, email or fax your comments to:
Beth Larcombe. Project Facilitator
Mail:
Attention: Beth Larcombe
Emergency Management BC
Office of the Fire Commissioner
PO Box 9491, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC V8W 9N7
E-mail: beth.larcombe@gov.bc.ca
U

Fax:

250 356-9019

If there are any questions about this questionnaire, please email them to beth.larcombe@gov.bc.ca
U

U
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Thank you for taking this opportunity to have your input into the training needs of BC Fire fighters.

BC Fire Chiefs Only:
Fire Chiefs, please complete as much as you can
OFC REGION# 1-5________

1.

How many firefighters are on your department? _______
Volunteer
Career

2.

Department (optional) ____________

#_______
#_______

Department Training Provided
BC Basic Firefighter
How many have this training___
Firefighter I

How many ___

Firefighter II

How many ___

Fire Officer I

How many ___

Fire Officer II

How many ___

Fire Officer III

How many ___

None of above
3.

How many hours per month does the Department allocate to training? _______

FINANCIAL

4.

:

How much did the Department spend on training? (enter either %
of budget, or actual cost)
2007 $ ________________

5.

2008 (committed) $_________

Did you spend all the allocated training dollars in...?
yes

no

yes

no

If no explain
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6.

What percentage of your FD budget is spent on training?
≤10%
10-20%

20-30%
30-50%
≥50%
7.

Indicate which training agencies you used in 2007/08 and the approximate
dollars spent
Justice Institute of BC

$________

College of the Rockies

$________

Vancouver Island University

$________

North Okanagan Fire Training Center

$________

Other name________________________________

$________

Other name________________________________

$________

RECOGNISED TRAINING:

8.

9.

What percentage of training delivered by your Department is
recognised by
IFSAC

______%

PROBOARD

______%

Other

______%

Number of members accredited/certified in your Department
BC Basic FF ________
NFPA FF I
NFPA FF II

10.

Specify ____________________

________
________

Does your Department provide an officer training program?

yes

no

If so what program does the Department use? (check all that apply)
Justice Institute
Pro Board
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In House
Other (please list)
11.

_________________________________

Does your department have a formal officer development training programme?
(check all that apply)
yes

no

NFPA Fire Officer I
NFPA Fire Officer II
NFPA Fire Officer III
If yes: which service provider is used and why?

If no please indicate your reasons:

12.

Is reciprocity important to you? (For this survey, reciprocity refers to the practice of
training institutions giving credit for similar training taken at another institution.)

yes
Please comment

no
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DEPARTMENT DETAILS:

13.

Does your authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) have a by-law
addressing firefighter training standards?
yes

14.

no

Does your fire department have an operating guideline addressing
firefighter training standards?
yes

15.

no

Should BCERMS be mandated for all Emergency Agencies in the Province of BC?
yes

16.

no

Is BCERMS in use in your department?
yes
no

If no explain

17.

Does your department maintain up to date training records?
(check all that apply)
Individual
Departmental (Group)
Other

18.

___________________

Please note your greatest challenges in establishing and
maintaining an appropriate training program for your department.
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Enter the letter designation of the desired description in the
spaces marked 1-3 (1 being your greatest challenge)
1_____

2____

3___ ____

a.

Inadequate funding

b.

Members’ available time

c.

Training course availability

d.

Travel time/cost/backfill

e.

Training course cost

f.

Course scheduling difficulties

g.

Motivating staff

h.

Lack of trainer/instructor availability

i.

Length of courses

Additional comments

19.

What would you prefer the Department’s Training Delivery
Options to be? (check all that apply)
Distance learning
On-line
Local delivery
Blended delivery (combination of distance and in-person)
Satellite Campus
Condensed course options

20.

Is there any post secondary education facility campus accessible from or in your
community?
yes
no
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21.

COMMENTS: please note regional challenges and suggested
solutions 7
0F

7

If you need more space please add a page
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Appendix 3: Individuals’ Survey
Dear BC Fire Service Personnel:

Over the next three months, the BC Office of the Fire Commissioner (OFC) will be gathering information
on the topic of access to firefighter training in the Province. The aim of the OFC is to gather enough
information to make a proper assessment of accessibility to training. The information will also serve to
inform cost effective ways to make training more accessible to firefighters in BC. All in an effort to ensure
the effectiveness of responses to fires and safety to fire services personnel and the public.
The OFC will be seeking input from a number of sources including fire chiefs, fire service personnel and
stakeholders. Information will be collected from three questionnaires and from a series of meetings in 12
BC communities.
At this stage, the OFC is seeking comments and suggestions from fire service personnel. Your input is
essential to finding the best possible outcomes in accessing firefighter training in BC. Your participation
in this survey is voluntary.
A separate survey, distributed by the Fire Chiefs’ Association of BC, was sent to Fire Chiefs on December
2, 2008. The purpose of the Fire Chiefs’ survey is to enable the OFC to collect an overview of the
opinions across fire departments in the Province. An additional survey will be sent to members of the
Union of BC Municipalities.
The purpose of this third, survey is for fire services personnel to provide the OFC with a snapshot of
individual experience and opinion in accessing training. In answering the following questions you will be
providing the OFC with your perception on firefighter training, your needs, your suggestions and any
recommendations. All responses will be kept confidential and reviewed by an independent facilitator.
The information gathered from the community meetings and surveys will be presented in a report to the
Fire Commissioner. A final report will be publicly available on the OFC’s Web site and its
recommendations will be formally shared with all participating fire departments and training providers.
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BC Fire Service Personnel
Page 2
You may complete the following survey at a computer or print the form and complete it by hand, printing
clearly using dark ink. If there is not enough room for your hand-written answers on the form provided,
please attach your answers on a separate piece of paper. For those completing the questionnaire
electronically, please note that the text fields are expandable.
If you have any questions about this survey please contact Beth Larcombe at beth.larcombe@gov.bc.ca.
Ms. Larcombe, a Coroner, has been requisitioned from the Coroner’s Office by the OFC to independently
facilitate the community meetings, review the information collected from the surveys, and write the final
report. Ms. Larcombe is completing her Masters of Arts in Disaster and Emergency Management at
Royal Roads University in Victoria, BC.

Mail, email or fax your comments no later than February 5, 2009 to:

Mail:

Attention: Beth Larcombe,
Project Facilitator
Office of the Fire Commissioner
Emergency Management BC
Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General
PO Box 9491, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC V8W 9N7

E-mail:
Fax:

beth.larcombe@gov.bc.ca
250 356-9019

The Office of the Fire Commissioner thanks you for providing your suggestions on the training
needs for BC Fire Fighters.

PLEASE FIND THE SURVEY BELOW
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FIRE SERVICE PERSONNEL

OFC Region# 1-5 _______

Department: (optional) _______________________

1. Check all boxes that apply to your function/position within the Fire Department:

First Responder

Firefighter – Volunteer

Chief Officer

Firefighter - Career

Volunteer fire personnel

Paramedic

Paid Fire personnel

Fire Safety Educator

Fire Suppression staff

Fire Prevention - Inspections

Fire Investigator

Fire Prevention – Plan Review

HAZMATresponder

Local Assistant to Fire Commissioner

Training provider

Emergency Planning

Road rescue provider (auto ex)

Wildland firefighting (S100 or higher)

Marine firefighter

Industrial firefighter

Tech rescue responder (HUSAR, ropes, confined space, water, aircraft, etc.)
Other (specify) ________________________________________________

2. Indicate whether your Fire Department’s personnel are:

Volunteer
Career
Combination (volunteer and career)

3. What services does your department provide? (please check all that apply)
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First Responder

Aircraft Rescue Firefighting (ARFF)

Fire Suppression

Ice/water/swift water Rescue

Interior fire suppression
Search and Rescue
External Operations

High Rise Firefighting

Auto Extrication

Wildland/Interface Firefighting

Hazardous Materials Response

Marine Firefighting

Awareness
Operations
Technician
High Angle Rescue

Industrial Firefighting

Tower Crane Rescue
Confined Space Rescue

Code Enforcement
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Fire Investigation

Fire & Life Safety Education

Pre-Incident Planning

Emergency Planning

Plan Review
Other (please explain)
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________

4. Does your department maintain up to date training records?

Yes

No

Do not know

If yes, are the records compiled as: (check all that apply)

Individual, or
Departmental (Group)
Other

5. Does your department report all fires to the OFC, as required by the Fire Service Act?

Yes

No

Do not know

If yes, in what format are reports submitted to the OFC?

Electronic
Fax
Mail
Phone or verbal reporting

FUNDING:
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6. How is your training funded? Check all that apply

Local Authority/Government
Department Fund Raisers
INAC

8

Other (please specify) _________________________________________
RECOGNISED TRAINING

7. Is Firefighter certification important and recommended in your department?

Yes

No

If no, please explain.

8. What certification have you personally attained?
IFSAC

9

PROBOARD
Other (please specify)
________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

9. Does your jurisdictional Fire Services Bylaw prescribe a Training Standard?

Yes

No

Name Bylaw Standard (if other than PTS) _________________________________

8
9

Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
International Fire Service Accreditation Congress
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CATEGORY OF TRAINING:

10. What types of training does your department provide for members?

BC Basic Firefighter Program
Fire Fighter I NFPA Program
Fire Fighter I and II NFPA Program
Fire Officer I – IV through a NFPA accredited agency
‘In-house’ Fire Fighter Training
‘In-house’ Fire Officer Training

11. Indicate which training agencies you used in 2007 and 2008

College of the Rockies
In-house
Justice Institute of BC
North Okanagan Fire Training Center
Vancouver Island University
Other (please specify)

______________________________

12. What training have you taken?

BC Basic Firefighter Program
NFPA 1001 Firefighter I

10

NFPA 1001 Firefighter II
Other (please explain)
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
10

National Fire Protection Association I
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13. In your opinion what training do you need to safely perform your duty in any given incident

Basic FF
FF1
FF11
Other

specify______________________

14. Does your department provide officer training?

Yes

No

Do not know

If yes, to what standard and level for officers?

NFPA Fire Officer I
NFPA Fire Officer II
NFPA Fire Officer III
NFPA Fire Officer IV
Other

(please explain)

Who provides the training for Officers in your department?

College of the Rockies
In-house
Justice Institute of BC
North Okanagan Fire Training Center
Vancouver Island University
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Other (please specify)

15. Does your department require ICS certification?

Yes

No

Have you taken ICS certification?

Yes

No

If yes, to what level?

ICS 100
ICS 200
ICS 300
ICS 400

If no, please explain.

16. Is reciprocity important to you? (For this survey, reciprocity refers to the practice of training
institutions giving credit for similar training taken at another institution.)

Yes

No

17. Is your accredited training transferable between training institutions?

Justice Institute

yes

no
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College of the Rockies

yes

no

Vancouver Island University
yes
no
North Okanagan Fire Training Centre
yes
no
Other name _________________________________________
Other name _________________________________________

yes
yes

no
no

If no, please explain.

18. In your view, should Firefighter recertification training be mandatory?

Yes

No

If yes, how often should recertification be required?

Annually
Every 2 years
Every 5 years
Other:

________________years

19. Does your Fire Department use BCERMS?

Yes

No

If no, please explain.
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TRAINING DELIVERY:

20. Would you be interested in on-line training programs/courses?

Yes

No

21. Can/do you currently use on-line training?

Yes

No

22. Can your department provide on-line training?

Yes

No

If no, please explain.

23. Does your Fire Department currently access online training programs?

Yes

No
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OVERVIEW:

24. Please note your greatest challenges in establishing and maintaining appropriate
training for your needs. Enter the letter designation of your choices in the spaces
marked 1-3 (1 being your greatest challenge)
1__

2__

3__

a. Inadequate funding
b. Available time
c.

Training course availability

d. Travel time/cost/backfill
e. Training course cost
f.

Course scheduling difficulties

g. Motivating staff
h. Lack of trainer/instructor availability
i.

Length of courses

j.

Reciprocity (refer to #16)

Additional comments:

25. What solutions or recommendations relating to accessible firefighter training in BC would you
forward to the Fire Commissioner for her consideration?
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Appendix 4: Reminder to Fire Chiefs
OF FI CE O F THE FIR E C OMM I SS IO NE R . F S TAR P R OJE C T

Fire Chiefs of British Columbia
BC Fire Chiefs Association
[Address 2]
[City, State ZIP Code]

January 26th 2009
Fire Chiefs Association of British Columbia
Dear Fire Chiefs of British Columbia:
This is a friendly reminder to you to ask that you assist the Fire Commissioner by completing the attached
survey; a copy of which you received on December 2nd 2008.
We presently have a response rate of approximately 15% and in order to produce meaningful results for
action we need much more.
Your time and input is very important, and very much appreciated. I’d like to thank to all those of you
who have completed and forwarded surveys to date.
The deadline for completion has been extended to February 15th 2009.
Sincerely
Beth Larcombe
Coroner and Project Facilitator

Office of the Fire Commissioner
cc Becky Denlinger, Fire Commissioner
Rob Owens, A. Assistant Fire Commissioner
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Appendix 5: FSTAR Postponement Memo
Office of the Fire Commissioner
To:

FSTAR Host Fire Departments

From:

Coroner Beth Larcombe

CC:

Rob Owens, A. Assistant Fire Commissioner

Date:

12/30/2008

Re:

FSTAR Meetings

Comments:

Please be advised that due to scheduling conflicts the planned community meetings
throughout the province have been postponed for the month of January 2009.
We apologise for any inconvenience this may have caused our host departments.
Our intention is to reschedule as soon as possible, and hope the delay will only be a
short one.
Respectfully
Beth Larcombe
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Appendix 6: OFC letter to president of FCABC
February 17 2009
To: President. Fire Chief’s Association of BC

80000-01/FST

Mr. Stephen Gamble
#9-715 Barrera Road
Kelowna, BC V1W 3C9

Cliff No. 371879

Dear Mr. Gamble
I am writing to ask for your help in a matter. The second phase of the Office of the Fire
Commissioner (OFC) Fire Service Training Access Review (FSTAR) is now underway. The second
phase is a survey intended for all fire service members, no matter what position or role they fill, from
firefighter to fire officer, mechanic, training officer, prevention officer, administrative support staff –
anyone and everyone involved in the fire service system. It is designed to give each member of BC
Fire Rescue Services an opportunity to have input into improving the access to required firefighter
training. I need your help in reaching as many fire service members as possible. You can help by
forwarding this invitation to as many fire service personnel as you can reach and joining me in asking
that they take a little time to complete and submit it.
Please advise members that they can access the individual survey via the internet at
http://www.pssg.gov.bc.ca/firecom/index.htm#training
If you are aware of fire service members who do not have access to the internet, please let Beth
Larcombe know (see Beth’s contact information below my signature line)i and she will arrange to
have surveys made accessible to them. Alternatively, if you are in a position to print copies for
members from the web, please do so and accept my gratitude for the helping hand.
In addition to the survey I invite all fire service members to attend one of the 12 open meetings
being held around the province in March. It is my hope that by facilitating a service-wide discussion
the OFC will be able to identify ways to improve access to fire serviced training access that are
informed by fire service personnel themselves. A copy of the schedule of meetings is attached. You
can also access the schedule on the OFC website in the Activities and Events section at
http://www.pssg.gov.bc.ca/firecom/calendar/index.htm
Please note that the webpage schedule will be updated, if necessary, and is the official schedule.
Thank you for taking the time to contribute to this very important initiative. I appreciate the work
you do every day for your communities and the Province.
Becky Denlinger
i-beth.larcombe@gov.bc.ca
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